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OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
SUMMER OF ‘69
By Elin Hilderbrand. Large Print. Welcome to the most tumultuous summer of the twentieth century. It’s 1969, and for the Levin family, the times they are a-chang ing. Every year the children have looked forward to spending the summer at their grandmother’s historic home in downtown Nantucket. But like so much else in America, this year is different. 645 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00
SOLD OUT

COUNTDOWN TO MIDNIGHT
By Dale Brown. Large Print. Nick Flynn is back in action, and he has a new employer—a shadowy intelligence outfit whose roots go back to the very beginning of the Cold War. During his first mission for them, Flynn is ambushed and nearly killed—just after learning that Iran and Russia are working together on a mysterious project code-named MIDNIGHT. 571 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99
SOLD OUT

See more titles at erhbc.com/705
Fiction

7860935 MISS GRAHAM’S COLD WAR COOKBOOK. By Celia Rees. Large Print. Germany, 1946: Edith has always flown under the radar. But it turns out she is perfect spy material. She heads to the Continent armed with a cover story: an unassuming schoolteacher who collects recipes, recipes she fills with coded intelligence and sends back to her handlers in London. 718 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

7905033 MERMAID CONFIDENTIAL. By Tim Dorsey. Large Print. Serge A. Storms and his well baked sidekick, Coleman, have decided to pump the brakes and live on island time. They settle in Pelican Bay, but all is not perfect in paradise. The community is beset by an endless cast of scammers, scumbags, scofflaws and inconsiderate renters who track fish juice down the halls. 511 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99


7810032 THE CARTOGRAPHERS. By Peng Shepherd. Large Print. Nell’s greatest passion is cartography. Her father is a legend in the field and her personal hero. But she has’t spoken to him since he destroyed her reputation after an argument about an old, cheap gas station highway map. But when her father is found dead in his office, the very same map is hidden in his desk. 631 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

7852452 AFTER THE FLOOD. By Kassandra Montag. Large Print. A little more than a century from now, our world has been utterly transformed. After years of slowly overtaking the continent, rising floodwaters have obliterated America’s great coastal cities and then its heartland, leaving nothing but an archipelago of mountaintop colonies surrounded by a deep expanse of open water. 542 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99

7900767 TO Avenge A RANGER. By James J. Griffin. Large Print. A legendary lawman lies dead, cut down by a bushwhacker’s bullet, and it’s up to Texas Ranger Sean Kennedy to track down the killer and bring him to justice. But at every step in his search, Kennedy finds that the trail to the truth leads farther and farther into the past. 286 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $35.95

8038368 BOOTH. By Karen Joy Fowler. Large Print. In 1822, a secret family moves into a cabin some thirty miles northeast of Baltimore, to farm, to hide, and to bear ten children over the course of the next sixteen years. As the country draws closer to secession and civil war, the Booths emerge from their hidden lives to cement their place as the country’s leading theatrical family. 639 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

779469X STILL LIFE. By Sarah Winman. Large Print. Tuscany, 1944. English soldier Ulysses finds himself in the cellar of an abandoned villa. There, he encounters Evelyn, a middle aged historian who is on a mission to salvage paintings from the ruins. The two find a kindred spirit amidst the wreckage, shaping their lives over the next four decades. 637 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/705
**Fiction**

7920806 **MARMEE.** By Sarah Miller. *Large Print.* In 1861, war rages in the South, but in Concord, Massachusetts, Margaret has her own battles to fight. With her husband serving as an army chaplain, the comfort and security of her four daughters—Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy—now rest on her shoulders alone. 659 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

- $6.95 **SOLD OUT**

7964269 **SUMMER ON THE BLUFFS.** By Sunny Hostin. *Large Print.* An era is ending: Ama has invited her goddaughters: Perry, Olivia, and Billie to spend one last golden summer together with her on the Bluffs. And when fall comes, she is going to give the house to one of them. Each of the women desperately wants the house, and is grappling with a secret she fears will hurt her and her chances. 469 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

- $5.95 **SOLD OUT**

796157X **NO NAME.** By Richard S. Wheeler. *Large Print.* Throatlatch, Wyoming, is a sinister town that preys on travelers. One of them is No Name, a drifter who lives his life without purpose. Something about the town obsesses No Name, and he finds himself drawn into a whirl of evil—murders and cruelties all done in the name of virtue. 367 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $34.95

- $5.95 **SOLD OUT**

7852576 **DEAR ANN.** By Bobbie Ann Mason. *Large Print.* Ann Workman is smart but naive, a misfit who’s traveled from rural Kentucky to graduate school in the transformative years of the late 1960s. She wants the “Real Thing,” to be in love with someone who loves her equally. Many years later, she tries to imagine where she might be if she had chosen differently all those years ago. 419 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

- $5.95 **SOLD OUT**

★ 7851871 **SUMMER ON SAG HARBOR.** By Sunny Hostin. *Large Print.* Olivia moves to a hidden enclave in Sag Harbor, a close-knit community of African American elites. Olivia’s search for her authentic identity and her fight to preserve her new utopia will redefine the meaning of love, friendship, community, and family. 593 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $34.00

- $25.95 **SOLD OUT**

1985558 **SHARPE’S ASSASSIN.** By Bernard Cornwell. *Large Print.* If any man can do the impossible, it’s Richard Sharpe. He is dispatched to a new battleground: the maze of Paris streets, where lines blur between friend and foe. And in search of a spy, he will have to defeat a lethal assassin determined to kill his target or die trying. 443 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

- $7.95 **SOLD OUT**

7870698 **WAR OF THE WOLF.** By Bernard Cornwell. *Large Print.* For decades, Uhtred has stood at the intersection between pagan and Christian, between Saxon and Viking, between the old world he was born into and the new world being forged around him. But as the winds of change gather pace, the pressure on Uhtred as father, politician, and warrior grows as never before. 537 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99

- $6.95 **SOLD OUT**

See more titles at erhbc.com/705
Fiction

7908083 A SUNLIT WEAPON. By Jacqueline Winspear. Large Print. October 1942. Jo Hardy, a 22-year-old ferry pilot, is delivering a Supermarine Spitfire—the fastest fighter aircraft in the world—to Biggin Hill Aerodrome, when she realizes someone is shooting at her aircraft from the ground. Returning to the location on foot, she finds an American service man in a barn, bound and gagged. 494 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

7961138 REDHEAD BY THE SIDE OF THE ROAD. By Anne Tyler. Large Print. A creature of habit, Micah Mortimer seems content leading a steady, circumscribed life. But his routines are blown apart when his woman friend tells him she’s facing eviction, and a teenager shows up claiming to be his son. These surprises, and the ways they throw Micah's meticulously organized life off kilter, risk changing him forever. 246 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $5.95

7702558 THE HEIRESS. By Molly Greeley. Large Print. As a fussy baby, Anne was prescribed laudanum by her doctor to quiet her, and now the young woman must take the opium-heavy syrup every day. After her father dies unexpectedly, leaving her his vast fortune, Anne has a moment of clarity: what if her life of fragility and illness isn't truly real? 422 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

7984502 THE LAST BALLAD. By Wiley Cash. Large Print. Six days a week, Ella May makes the two-mile trek to and from her job on the twelve-hour shift at the mill, in 1929 North Carolina. On the night of an important Union rally, Ella May makes up her mind to join the movement—a decision that will have lasting consequences for all that she loves. 579 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

7852819 PROMISE. By Minrose Gwin. Large Print. A few minutes after 9 P.M. on Palm Sunday, April 5, 1936, a massive funnel cloud flashing a giant fireball and roaring like a runaway train careened into the thriving cotton-mill town of Tupelo, Mississippi, killing more than 200,000 people. During the hours and days that follows, Jo and Dovey will struggle to navigate a landscape of disaster. 485 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $7.95

7880235 THE SEAPLANE ON FINAL APPROACH. By Rebecca Rukovsky. Large Print. Mira is a loner who wants two things: to move to Alaska and find the tattooed fisherman that’s the object of her desire. Her single-mindedness takes her to the remote Kodiak Archipelago, where she finds work at a homestead turned tourist lodge. But the lodge is failing and, as life becomes increasingly strange, Mira’s plans for her future become more elaborate and perverse. 242 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/705 – 5 –
Fiction

7702779 QUEEN BEE. By Dorothea Benton Frank. Large Print. Beekeeper Holly McNee Jensen’s world is upended when her more flamboyant sister, Leslie returns and both sisters, though seemingly polar opposites, fixate on what’s happening in their neighbor’s home. Then her mother, the Queen Bee, ups her game in an uproarious and theatrical downward spiral. 504 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

7964069 NIGHT. SLEEP. DEATH. THE STARS. By Joyce Carol Oates. Large Print. A gripping examination of contemporary America through the prism of a family’s grief: when a powerful parent dies, each of his adult children reacts in startling and unexpected ways, and his grieving widow in the most surprising way of all. 1185 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.00 $5.95

7996691 THE WHITTIERS. By Danielle Steel. Large Print. Preston and Constance Whittier have built a happy life together, with a brood of six children. Now, with a nearly empty nest, it’s easier than ever for them to plan a romantic ski trip. But the trip leads to tragedy, and suddenly the Whittiers’ four adult children find themselves reuniting in the family home without their parents. 318 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

7993048 UPSIDE DOWN. By Danielle Steel. Large Print. Ardith has a strained relationship with her daughter, Morgan, who still blames Ardith for putting her career before being a mother. As each woman navigates an unconventional romance, they cautiously approach each other on new terms and attempt to put aside their past for a new future. 289 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

7961553 DEVIL’S DUE. By James Clay. Large Print. Devil’s Due provides a refuge for a band of vicious killers who are murdering nesters in nearby Capstone, Texas. The villainous Rawlins is using one of Capstone’s respected citizens in his plan to frame a wealthy rancher for the killings and instigate a land war. 192 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $34.95 $5.95

7961626 TOMORROW’S BREAD. By Anna Jean Mayhew. Large Print. Loraylee has heard rumors that the city plans to bulldoze her neighborhood, claiming it’s dilapidated and dangerous. She is searching for a way to keep her family together, and will form new alliances—and find an unexpected path that may yet lead her home. 367 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $37.95 $5.95

7961634 THE TUBMAN COMMAND. By Elizabeth Cobbs. Large Print. May, 1863. Hunted by Confederates, revered by slaves, Harriet Tubman plots an expedition behind enemy lines to liberate hundreds of bondsmen and recruit them as soldiers. A bounty on her head, she has given up husband and home for the noblest cause: a nation of, by, and for the people. 455 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

7803192 THE INCENDIARIES. By R.O. Kwon. Large Print. Phoebe Lin and Will Kendall meet their first month at prestigious Edwards University. Phoebe is a glamorous girl who doesn’t tell anyone she blames herself for her mother’s recent death. Will is a misfit scholarship boy who transfers to Edwards from Bible college, waiting tables to get by. What he knows for sure is that he loves Phoebe. 224 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $37.95 $5.95
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**Fiction**

★ 794490X DEATH VALLEY. By Eden Francis Compton with D. Taylor. Large Print. Life was never easy for Marcus, even before his parents’ murder/suicide in a seedy trailer park in Florida. Now he’s landed in Vegas with his older brother, Mac, hoping to start over. But plans usually go sideways when Mac’s involved. He’s a mean brawler, and Marcus all too often ends up on the receiving end. 520 pages. Level 4. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $17.95

★ 7708505 MERCURY PICTURES PRESENTS. By Anthony Marra. Large Print. The epic tale of a brilliant woman who must reinvent herself to survive, moving from Mussolini’s Italy to 1940s Los Angeles. But when the arrival of a stranger from her father’s past threatens Maria’s carefully constructed facade, she must finally confront her father’s fate, and her own. 573 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $29.99

★★★ 7970897 POSTER GIRL. By Veronica Roth. Large Print. After the revolution, Sonya, former poster girl for the Delegation, has been imprisoned for ten years when an old enemy makes her an offer: find a missing girl stolen from her parents by the old regime, and earn her freedom. The path Sonya takes to find the child will lead her through an unfamiliar, crooked post-Delegation world. 433 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

★ 7837755 THE TRACKERS. By Charles Frazier. Large Print. Painter Val travels westward to rural Dawes, Wyoming and through a stroke of luck, landed a New Deal assignment to create a mural for the town’s new post office. Wealthy art collector John and his wife, Eve, have agreed to host Val at their ranch. When Eve flees with a valuable painting in tow, Long recruits Val to hit the road with a mission of tracking her down. 432 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 $25.95

★ 7869614 WELCOME TO BEACH TOWN. By Susan Wiggs. Large Print. It’s graduation day at Thornton Academy and class valedictorian Nikki’s commencement address reveals a secret that breaks open the whole community. Her new notoriety sends her into exile for years, where she finds fame–but not fortune–overseas as a competitive surfer, until personal tragedy compels her to return home. 485 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 $26.95

★ 788561X THE AIR RAID BOOK CLUB. By Annie Lyons. Large Print. London, 1938. A widower and bookstore owner, Gertie Bingham decides, to take in a young headstrong Jewish refugee girl named Hedy. When the Blitz begins and bombs whistle overhead, Gertie and Hedy decide to start an air raid book club. After all, a good book can do wonders to bolster people’s spirits, even in the most trying times. 452 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 $26.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/705
Fiction

★9481324 THE MONTH OF BORROWED DREAMS. By Felicity Hayes-McCoy. Large Print. Hanna Casey is starting a cinema club, showing movies based on novels her friends and neighbors love. But the drama that soon unfolds rivals any on the screen. An unexpected twist leaves Hanna’s daughter, Jazz, reeling. Aiden worries her relationship with Conor won’t survive the pressures of their planned double wedding and more. 450 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

★7952082 THE NIGHT HOUSE. By Jo Nesbo. Large Print. Fourteen year old Richard earns a reputation after moving to a remote town. When a classmate, Tom, goes missing, everyone suspects the new, angry boy. No one believes him when he says the telephone booth out by the edge of the woods sucked Tom into the receiver like something out of a horror movie. 304 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

★7900856 CROOK MANIFESTO. By Colson Whitehead. Large Print. A darkly funny tale of New York City under siege, but also a sneakily searching portrait of the meaning of family. A kaleidoscopic portrait of Harlem in the 1970s is sure to stand as one of the all time great evocations of a place and time. 498 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00

★7967241 THE HANDMAID’S TALE. By Margaret Atwood. Large Print. Set in the near future, it describes life in what was once the United States and is now called the Republic of Gilead, a theocracy that has reacted to social unrest and a sharply declining birthrate by reverting to, and going beyond, the repressive intolerance of the original Puritans. It is at once a scathing satire, and a dire warning. 498 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

★7828195 THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING. By Addison J. Chapple with V. Longobardi. Large Print. Ditching their daily grind and jetting off to the coast of Africa, Jam and Jim plot to convince the locals they are trained Navy SEALs and demand the Somali pirates turn over their treasure. Through a combination of crazy coincidences, inept schemes, and plain dumb luck, these dim witted dreamers just might get rich, if they don’t die trying. 500 pages. Level 4. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

★7895615 JIM LORD. By Kerry McDonald with T. Davies. Large Print. Jim always knew he waned to be a cop. But getting stuck working as a school resource officer after a tour in Iraq isn’t what he pictured for his life. Undone emotionally and professionally, Jim spirals into a drunken depression before a friend pulls him back from the brink. Determined, Jim embarks on a journey of self-discovery that leads him south. 440 pages. Level 4. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

★7828160 FASTER. By Alex Schuler with MJ Howson. Large Print. Ted, a kick ass hardware guy, is recruited to work with a group of college roboticists to win DARPA’s autonomous vehicle challenge. Humiliated by a team led by Samantha, a brilliant programmer with a different approach to technology and to life, Ted’s reckless nature soon derails his relationship with Sam and ultimately gets someone killed. 746 pages. Level 4. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

Mysteries & Detectives

★782131X CLIVE CUSSLER’S THE DEVIL’S SEA. By Dirk Cussler. Large Print. In 1959 Tibet, a Buddhist artifact of immense importance was seemingly lost to history in the turmoil of the Communist takeover. But when National Underwater and Marine Agency Director Dirk Pitt discovers a forgotten plane crash in the Philippine Sea more than 60 years later, new clues emerge to its hidden existence. 500 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/705
Mysteries & Detectives

789368X A GAME OF FEAR. By Charles Todd. Large Print. Spring 1921. Scotland Yard’s Ian Rutledge is faced with his most perplexing case yet. The lady of the house claims she saw a violent murder, but there is no body, no blood. She also insists she recognized the killer: Captain Nelson. Only it could not have been Nelson because he died during the war. 481 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $30.99

7821379 THE SEARCHER. By Tana French. Large Print. Cal Hooper thought a fixer-upper in a remote Irish village would be the perfect escape after 25 years in the Chicago police force and a bruising divorce. When a local kid comes looking for his help after his brother goes missing, Cal wants nothing to do with the investigation, but somehow he can’t make himself walk away. 562 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00

7966164 THE SACRED BRIDGE. By Anne Hillerman. Large Print. Sergeant Jim Chee’s vacation to beautiful Antelope Canyon and Lake Powell has a deeper purpose. He’s on a quest to unravel a sacred mystery that his mentor, the legendary Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn, stumbled across decades earlier. Chee’s journey takes a deadly turn when, after a prayerful visit to the Rainbow Bridge, he spots a body floating in the lake. 452 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99

7895380 STARGAZER. By Anne Hillerman. Large Print. What begins as a typical day for Officer Bernadette Manuelito—serving a bench warrant, dealing with a herd of cattle obstructing traffic, and stumbling across a crime scene—takes an unexpected twist when she’s called to help find an old friend. 452 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

7923309 BLESSING OF THE LOST GIRLS. By J.A. Jance. Large Print. A cold case has just been assigned to Dan, a field officer with the newly formed Missing and Murdered Indigenous People’s Task Force. Rosa, a young woman of Apache descent vanished three years ago. With Sheriff Joanna Brady’s help, Dan is determined to reopen the case and bring long-awaited justice to Rosa’s family. 512 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $34.00 $26.95

7894651 NOTHING TO LOSE. By J.A. Jance. Large Print. Twenty years after he lost his partner Susan to her husband’s murderous rage, Beau is drawn into a missing persons case when Susan’s son needs his help. Following a lead all the way to the wilds of wintertime Alaska, he encounters a tangled web of family secrets in which a killer with nothing to lose is waiting to take another life. 481 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $30.99 $6.95

777883X THE REVELATORS. By Ace Atkins. Large Print. Shot up and left for dead, Sheriff Quinn Colson has revenge on his mind. With the help of his new wife, Maggie; rehabilitation; and sheer force of will, he’s walking again, eager to resume his work as a Southern lawman and track down those responsible for his attempted murder—but someone is standing in his way. 528 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/705
Mysteries & Detectives

**1959328 THE END OF HER.** By Shari Lapena. Large Print. Stephanie and Patrick are adjusting to life with their colicky twin girls. She’s sure she has all she ever wanted. Then Erica, a woman from Patrick’s past, appears and makes a disturbing accusation. Patrick had always said his first wife’s death was an accident, but now Erica claims it was murder. 400 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00

**6.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**1970887 BLINK OF AN EYE.** By Iris & Roy Johansen. Large Print. Dillah Winter is one of the hottest pop stars on the planet, so how in the world was she kidnapped right in the middle of a show at the famous Hollywood Bowl? If anyone can figure it out, it’s Dr. Kendra Michaels, using her powers of keen observation—honed during the years she was blind. 403 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00

**7907737 HINDSIGHT.** By Iris & Roy Johansen. Large Print. Investigator Kendra Michaels, whose former blindness has left her with uniquely insightful observational skills, must put her life on the line to catch a terrifying murderer. With the killer still on the loose, Kendra races against time to unravel a dangerous conspiracy. 466 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00

**5.95**

**7900643 THE HOLDOUT.** By Graham Moore. Large Print. A jury on a murder trial is deadlocked when a young woman manages to turn the tide to acquit; a decade later, she must face the consequences when a fellow juror is killed and she is the prime suspect. 455 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95

**5.95**

**7961502 A CHRISTMAS RESOLUTION.** By Anne Perry. Large Print. A smitten woman is about to marry a dangerous man—unless Detective John Hooper and his new wife, Celia, can prevent it in this wickedly tangled holiday mystery. 191 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95

**★7933045 THE DISCREET CHARM OF THE BIG BAD WOLF.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Large Print. Ulf embarks on an important inquiry: a man’s cabin has mysteriously disappeared and Ulf is tasked with finding out what happened. How exactly does one steal a house? And, more to the point, how does one track down a stolen house? Meanwhile, a treatment for deafness in dogs has been announced, and his dog, Martin, might be the perfect patient. 295 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

**$21.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**7859953 THE MAN WITH THE SILVER SAAB.** By Alexander McCall Smith. Large Print. Detective Ulf Varg is a man of refined tastes and quite familiar with the art scene in Malmö. So when art historian Anders Kindgren visits the Department of Sensitive Crimes to report a series of bizarre acts that have been committed against him, Ulf and his team swing into action. 325 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00

**$6.95**

*See more titles at erhbc.com/705*
**7742088 THE ATTIC ON QUEEN STREET.** By Karen White. *Large Print.* After the devastating events of the past few months the last thing Melanie Trenholm wants is to think about the future. Recently separated Melanie and Jack must work to find the answers before evil spirits of the past and present destroy everything they love. 598 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $39.95

**SOLD OUT**

**7872941 THE HOUSE ON PRYTANIA.** By Karen White. *Large Print.* Nola is haunted—both literally and figuratively—by ghosts of the past. With the sudden return of Sunny, Beau’s long lost sister, Nola has plenty to distract her from ghostly housemates. Torn between helping Beau and protecting herself, Nola doesn’t realize until it’s almost too late why the ghosts are haunting her house. 542 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

**SOLD OUT**

**7961510 THE CHRISTMAS SPIRITS ON TRADD STREET.** By Karen White. *Large Print.* The excavation of the old cistern in the garden of Melanie’s historic home has been a huge millstone. But Melanie is concerned by the ghosts connected to it that have suddenly invaded her life, and at least one is definitely not filled with holiday cheer. 583 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95

**777561X LAZARUS.** By Lars Kepler. *Large Print.* All across Europe, the most ruthless criminals are suffering gruesome deaths. At first, it seems coincidental that their underworld affiliations are finally catching up to them. But when two of the victims are found to have disturbing connections to Detective Joona Linna, it becomes clear that there’s a single killer at work. 707 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00

**7852738 MOONFLOWER MURDERS.** By Anthony Horowitz. *Large Print.* Retired publisher Susan Ryeland, running a small hotel on a Greek island where the Treheres come to stay. The mysterious story they tell, about an unfortunate murder that took place the same day and at the same hotel their daughter was married. Their daughter, Cecily, is now missing and Susan knows she must return to England and find out what happened. 442 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

**SOLD OUT**

**7905254 THE TWIST OF A KNIFE.** By Anthony Horowitz. *Large Print.* Reluctant author Horowitz has had enough. He tells ex-detective Hawthorne that after three books, he’s ending their collaboration. But when his new play opens on the West End, it’s panned by critics. Harriet Throsby gives it a savage review. The next day, she is stabbed in the heart with an ornamental dagger that belongs to Horowitz and has his fingerprints all over it. 413 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.99

**7784074 CLASS ACT.** By Stuart Woods. *Large Print.* An old client of Stone Barrington reaches out for help with a delicate matter. A feud they thought was put to rest long ago has reemerged with a vengeance, and reputations and money are now on the line. As Stone sets out to unravel a tangled web of crime and secrets, things become more complicated when he makes a new acquaintance. 335 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/705
Many Rivers to Cross. By Peter Robinson. Large Print. In Eastvale, a young Middle Eastern boy is found dead, his body stuffed into a wheelie bin. Detective Superintendent Alan Banks and his team know they must tread carefully to solve this sensitive case, but tensions rise when they learn that the victim was stabbed somewhere else and dumped. 538 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99

Overboard. By Sara Paretsky. Large Print. Detective V.I. Warshawski discovers a badly injured teen hiding in the rocks along Lake Michigan. Bringing the girl to a hospital, she vanishes before anyone discovers the girl's identity. As V.I. attempts to find her, the detective uncovers an ugly consortium of Chicago power brokers and mobsters who are prepared to kill the girl. 591 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99

Judgment Prey. By John Sandford. Large Print. Alex Sand was spending the evening at home playing basketball with his two young sons when all three were shot in cold blood. As a wealthy federal judge, there's no shortage of people who could have a vendetta against Sand. Lucas Davenport and Virgil Flowers are called in to do what others could not: find answers. 479 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00

Killer View. By Roy Johansen. Large Print. Jessie Mercado has faced all kinds of danger and always emerged victorious. Preparing wealthy people to go to prison is big business. When Owen Blake of Mamertine Consulting hires Mercado to find his missing partner, her suspect list is filled with recently released white-collar criminals, a few drug kingpins, and a couple of murders to keep things interesting. 422 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

Redemption. By David Baldacci. Large Print. Amos Decker is approached by Meryl Hawkins, the first convicted murderer that Decker put behind bars. He claims he's innocent and wants Decker to clear his name. But when Hawkins is killed, Decker is determined to uncover the truth even though someone is willing to kill to keep the truth buried and hide a decades old secret. 661 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $31.00

A Minute to Midnight. By David Baldacci. Large Print. FBI Agent Atlee Pine's life was never the same after her twin sister, Mercy, was kidnapped thirty years ago. After a lifetime of torturous uncertainty, Atlee's unresolved anger finally gets the better of her on the job, and she finds she has to resolve the mystery in her past if she wants to remain with the FBI. 662 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $31.00

Blood Will Tell. By Heather Chavez. Large Print. Frankie Barrera has always been protective of her younger sister, Izzy, but over time, Izzy's risky choices have tested Frankie's loyalty. Though six friends parted on the outskirts of town that night, five years ago, one girl was never seen again. Frankie will have to decide what lengths she's willing to go to in order to protect Izzy. 453 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

One for the Books. By Jenn McKinlay. Large Print. Love is in the air in Briar Creek as library director Lindsey and boat captain Mike are finally tying the knot. When Lindsey and her pals head out to Bell Island to see if it can accommodate the guest list, they are horrified to discover a body. Now the group has to book it to solve the mystery before it ends Lindsey's happily ever after! 326 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95
Mysteries & Detectives

★ 7999321 HOLMES, MARPLE & POE. By James Patterson & B. Sitts. Large Print. In New York City, three intriguing, smart, and stylish private investigators open Holmes, Marple & Poe Investigations. Who are these detectives with famous names and mysterious, untraceable pasts? The agency's daring methodology and headline-making solves attract the attention of NYPD Detective Helene Grey. 437 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

★ 796160X THE SECRETS OF THE BASTIDE BLANCHE. By M.L. Longworth. Large Print. Valere who once shared dinners with French presidents and rock stars, has moved into La Bastide Blanche, a grand house left empty for years. Is Valere imagining the ethereal cries that fill the bastide at night? Is he losing his mind? Or have ghosts returned from his past to haunt him? 383 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

★ 7750676 DESERT STAR. By Michael Connelly. Large Print. LAPD Detective Renee Ballard and Harry Bosch team up to solve the rape and murder of a 16-year-old girl. When Ballard gets a "cold hit" connecting the killer to a similar crime, they must solve two cases. The cold case of the girl and the “white whale” that Bosch has been hunting for years. 516 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00 $23.95

★ 7955634 RESURRECTION WALK. By Michael Connelly. Large Print. Lincoln lawyer Mickey Haller takes a nearly impossible case and enlists the help of his half brother, Harry Bosch, to prove a woman’s innocence. 515 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

★ 7904606 LION & LAMB. By James Patterson & D. Swierczynski. Large Print. Philadelphia is in a state of shock over the fate of two hometown heroes: Eagles starting quarterback Archie and his even more famous wife, singer Francine. One spouse is murdered. The other is suspect number one. Veena Lion and Cooper Lamb are rival PIs working this case, and between them, they know every secret in Philadelphia. 498 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $24.95

★ 7711670 MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS. By Agatha Christie. Large Print. Just after midnight, the Orient Express is stopped in its tracks by a snowdrift. By morning, the millionaire Samuel Edward Ratchett lies dead in his compartment, stabbed a dozen times, his door locked from the inside. Isolated by the storm, detective Hercule Poirot must find the killer. 329 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ 7840799 THE 23RD MIDNIGHT. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Large Print. Detective Lindsay put serial killer Evan Burke in jail. Reporter Cindy wrote a book that put him on the bestseller list. Now an obsessed maniac called Blackout is writing his own gruesome sequel to Burke’s true-crime story. If Lindsay can’t keep her friends off Blackout’s kill list, it’s lights out for the Women’s Murder Club. 423 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

★ 7961529 CITY OF SCOUNDRELS. By Victoria Thompson. Large Print. Corporal Tom Preston is killed during the Great War, and the will he made to provide for his wife Rose and unborn child is missing. Elizabeth and Gideon are called in to investigate the terrible threats against Rose and figure out a way to secure Tom’s fortune for his wife and child while saving Rose’s life in the process. 422 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95
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★7932677 MURDER MOST ROYAL. By S.J. Bennett. Large Print. Queen Elizabeth II is looking forward to celebrating Christmas with her family in Sandringham when a shocking discovery interrupts holiday plans. A severed hand has been found—and Elizabeth recognizes who the signet ring on its finger belongs to. Elizabeth delves into the interlocking layers of fact and fiction surrounding the case. 401 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00

$25.95

★719109X DEATH OF A SPY. By M.C. Beaton & R.W. Green. Large Print. Sergeant Hamish Macbeth faces a string of mysterious robberies that are only the beginning of an international threat to his sleepy Scottish village of Lochdubh. 318 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00

$21.95

★7799217 DEATH OF A TRAITOR. By M.C. Beaton & R.W. Green. Large Print. Kate is all too eager to lend a hand to her neighbors. Although she has only lived in Lochdubh for a year, she has alienated one too many of its residents. When a neighbor sees her lugging a heavy suitcase to the bus stop, he hopes she is leaving for good. Her cousin arrives two weeks later and demands the local police step in. 321 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

$21.95

★4970519 DEATH OF A GREEN-EYED MONSTER. By M.C. Beaton with R.W. Green. Large Print. New Constable Dorothy McIver joins the Lochdubh police. She is determined to win over the locals and seems to bring out the best in police sergeant Hamish Macbeth. But then the village’s harmony is broken by a brutal murder, and the pair find themselves plunged into a tangled web of conspiracy that acquires a sinister strand when Glasgow’s underworld creeps over the Highlands. 319 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

$21.95

Spies & Thrillers

★7901224 RECKONING. By Catherine Coulter. Large Print. At twelve years old, Kirra’s parents were murdered. Fourteen years later, she is an attorney in Porte Franklin, Virginia, and determined to find the killer. She contacts Dillon, Agent Griffin to work with Lieutenant Jeter, a young detective who’d saved Kirra years before. 573 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99

$7.95

★7826869 THE MURDER OF MADISON GARCIA. By Marcy McCreary. Large Print. When Madison, a woman with past ties to the town of Monticello, N.Y., is found stabbed to death in a car at Sackett Lake, Detective Susan Ford teams up with her father, retired Detective Will Ford to learn that Madison was planning to confess to “clear her conscience,” but what did she want to confess? 466 pages. CamCat. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

SOLD OUT

★7826834 LEWIS SINCLAIR AND THE GENTLEMEN COWBOYS. By D.M.S. Fick. Large Print. Lewis, a tender country musician, is about to take the stage with his band when his girl dumps him for his band’s shifty manager. When that same manager ends up at FallFest’s walk of fame with his hand prints and head in cement, Lew finds himself on the top ten most wanted. He must clear his name before the killer gets away or strikes again. 389 pages. CamCat. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

PRICE CUT to $9.95

1176722 A MOST IntrIGUING LADY. By Sarah Ferguson. Large Print. Documents one remarkable woman’s ability to be both the perfect lady, and a perfectly talented detective and, of course, to find love too. 500 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00

$7.95
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<th>Publisher</th>
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<th>Price</th>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW.</strong></td>
<td>A.J. Finn</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Anna Fox lives alone, spending her days drinking wine, watching old movies and spying on her neighbors. Then the Russells move into the house across the way, seemingly the perfect family. But when Anna gazes out her window one night, she sees something she shouldn’t and shocking secrets are laid bare. 595 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE LAST TRIAL.</strong></td>
<td>Scott Turow</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>At 85 years old, Alejandro “Sandy” Stern, a brilliant defense lawyer with his health failing but spirit intact, is on the brink of retirement. But when his old friend Dr. Kiril Paiko is accused of insider trading, fraud, and murder, Stern decides to take on one last trial. 647 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $31.00</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUSPECT.</strong></td>
<td>Scott Turow</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>For as long as Lucia Gomez has been the police chief, she has known that any woman in law enforcement must walk a precarious line between authority and camaraderie to gain respect. She has maintained a spotless reputation—until now. Rik and Pinky feel that Chief Gomez’s case is their chance to break into the legal big leagues. 680 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $31.00</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEAD MOUNTAIN.</strong></td>
<td>D. Preston &amp; L. Child</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Nine mountaineers failed to return from a winter backpacking trip. Despite a search, only six bodies were found, two violently crushed and missing their eyes. It was never solved. When two more bodies were found, FBI Agent Corrie teams up with archaeologist Nora to find out what happened 15 years ago. But their search awakens a long-slumbering evil. 512 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUTOPSY.</strong></td>
<td>Patricia Cornwell</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta hunts those responsible for two wildly divergent and chilling murders. One of a woman whose throat was cut down to her spine and the other of a woman whose case is their chance to break into the legal big leagues. 680 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $31.00</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FALSE WITNESS.</strong></td>
<td>Karin Slaughter</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Powerhouse lawyer Leigh Collier is assigned to defend a man accused of rape. But when she meets the man, she realizes she knows him, and he might know secrets from Leigh’s dark childhood. To protect the life she’s built, Leigh must call on the most intimate link to her past: her estranged sister Callie. 744 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GIRL, FORGOTTEN.</strong></td>
<td>Karin Slaughter</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Emily Vaughn’s murder remains a mystery. Her tight knit group of friends closed ranks, her respected, wealthy family retreated inward, the small town moved on from her grisly attack. But all that’s about to change as U.S. Marshall Andrea Oliver investigates this cold case with links to her father’s past. 662 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEAD MOUNTAIN.</strong></td>
<td>D. Preston &amp; L. Child</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Nine mountaineers failed to return from a winter backpacking trip. Despite a search, only six bodies were found, two violently crushed and missing their eyes. It was never solved. When two more bodies were found, FBI Agent Corrie teams up with archaeologist Nora to find out what happened 15 years ago. But their search awakens a long-slumbering evil. 512 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00</td>
<td>$23.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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7954131 THE CABINET OF DR. LENG. By D. Preston & L. Child. Large Print. A stoundingly, Constance has found a way back to the place of her origins, New York City in the late 1800s, leaping at the chance, although it means leaving the present forever. She sets off on a quest to prevent the events that lead to the deaths of her sister and brother. But along the way, Manhattan’s most infamous serial killer, Dr. Enoch Leng, lies in wait. 575 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

7892071 THE COLLECTOR. By Daniel Silva. Large Print. Legendary art restorer and spy Gabriel Allon joins forces with a brilliant and beautiful master-thief to track down the world’s most valuable missing painting but soon finds himself in a desperate race to prevent an unthinkable conflict between Russia and the West. 532 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.00 $27.95 SOLD OUT

7894708 PORTRAIT OF AN UNKNOWN WOMAN. By Daniel Silva. Large Print. When the eccentric London art dealer Julian Isherwood asks Gabriel to investigate the circumstances surrounding the rediscovery and lucrative sale of a centuries-old painting, he is drawn into a deadly game of cat and mouse where nothing is as it seems. 598 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99 $6.95

7821328 DOUBLE JEOPARDY. By Stuart Woods. Large Print. Stone Barrington is settling in for a stretch in New York when he receives news that demands immediate action. An old family matter has unexpectedly resurfaced, and Stone must decamp to the craggy shores of Maine to address the issue head-on. 321 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

7792085 HUSH-HUSH. By Stuart Woods. Large Print. Stone Barrington is in New York City for some downtime when an anonymous enemy makes himself known. This foe’s threats hit close to home, and before Stone can retaliate, the fearsome messages turn into very real consequences. 371 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

7868553 THE SURVIVOR. By Iris Johansen. Large Print. Discovering a perfectly preserved body of a female warrior on a remote island, archaeologist Riley Smith enlists forensic sculptor Eve Duncan to help unlock the mystery. As they seek answers about this extraordinary past life, Riley discovers a present day miracle that will change history, if she can survive long enough to share it with the world. 377 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $40.00 $23.95

796823X CAPTIVE. By Iris Johansen. Large Print. Jane seems to have found the perfect life with Seth, until a ruthless madman threatens to destroy it. Soon Jane is on the run, struggling to stay one step ahead of Bohdan’s army and his devastating high-tech weaponry. Jane and Seth realize nothing can be the same for them ever again. 437 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

7883153 A FACE TO DIE FOR. By Iris Johansen. Large Print. Tomb raiders have murdered Riley’s father, and now she is more determined than ever to reach the burial site, avenge his death, and enlist Eve’s aid. Also on hand to help is dashing fixer and treasure hunter Michael Cade, but could he have his own secret agenda when it comes to finding Helen of Troy? 452 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/705
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7852681 THE LAST ODYSSEY. By James Rollins. Large Print. To save the world and our future, Sigma Force must embark on a dangerous odyssey into an ancient past whose horrors are all too present, and to try to prevent a tyrant from igniting a global war. 673 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99 $6.95

7900686 THE LAST AGENT. By Robert Dugoni. Large Print. Betrayed by his own country and tried for treason, former spy Charles Jenkins survived an undercover Russian operation gone wrong. Exonerated, bitter, and safe, the retired family man is through with duplicitous spy games. Then he learns of a woman isolated in Moscow’s notorious Lefortovo Prison. 550 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95 $5.95

7862091 COUNT THE WAYS. By Joyce Maynard. Large Print. Eleanor and Cam meet and fall in love in the mid-1970s. Within four years they are parents to three children. To Eleanor, their New Hampshire farm provides everything she always wanted. Then comes a terrible accident, caused by Cam’s negligence. Over the decades that follow, the five members of this fractured family make surprising discoveries. 718 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99 $6.95

7940882 END OF DAYS. By Brad Taylor. Large Print. When a paragliding trip in Switzerland results in the brutal murder of the former head of Israeli intelligence, Mossad brings in terrorist hunters Aaron and Shoshana to investigate. But they’ll need help to find out who was behind the attack and what they’re planning next, and they know exactly who to call: Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill. 627 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99 $6.95

7954352 CODE 6. By James Grippando. Large Print. Kate is a struggling playwright whose father is CEO of Buck Technologies. When Buck comes under investigation by the Justice Department and Kate’s childhood friend Patrick suddenly goes missing, Kate doesn’t know who to trust and fights to bring him home. 547 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

7955863 DEADLY YELLOWSTONE SECRETS. By Kari Trumbo. Large Print. Someone’s hunting bears in Yellowstone National Park—and now Tamala’s the next mark. With a killer at her heels, she must trust Ranger Clint to safeguard her while searching for the poacher. 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

7821298 THE BURNING. By Jonathan & Jesse Kellerman. Large Print. Things get personal for Deputy Coroner Clay Edison when a murder hits close to home. He is horrified to discover a link to his brother, Luke. Fresh out of prison and now AWOL, the race is on for Clay to find Luke before anyone else can. Is his brother a killer? Or could he be the victim in all of this, too? 370 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $7.95

7900635 HIDDEN SALEM. By Kay Hooper. Large Print. Evidence of satanic activities and the disappearance of three strangers are what brought Grayson, a member of the FBI’s Special Crimes Unit to the town of Salem. Discovering his undercover partner has vanished, Gray knows whatever is hiding in the seemingly peaceful town is deadly and unlike anything the agent has ever encountered. 382 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95 $5.95

SOLD OUT
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<thead>
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<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
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<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NO BAD DEED.</strong></td>
<td>Heather Chavez.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Driving home one rainy night, Cassie sees a man and a woman fighting on the side of the road. After calling 911, she makes a split-second decision that will throw her suburban life into chaos. Cassie soon discovers that nothing is as random as it seems, and that she is more than willing to fight to save her family. 451 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>451</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LOST HILLS.</strong></td>
<td>Lee Goldberg.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>A video of Deputy Eve Ronin’s off-duty arrest of an abusive movie star goes viral, turning her into a popular hero at a time when the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department is plagued by scandal. The sheriff, desperate for positive press, makes Eve the youngest female homicide detective in the department’s history. 317 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>317</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SABOTEURS.</strong></td>
<td>Clive Cussler &amp; J. Du Brul.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Detective Isaac Bell’s new case takes him to the construction site of the Panama Canal, where his investigation of an assassination attempt takes on historic meaning. With millions of dollars and the fate of two nations on the line, Bell will have to be in just the right place at the right time in order to stop the nefarious plot. 498 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00</td>
<td></td>
<td>498</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELIMINATING THE WITNESS.</strong></td>
<td>Jordyn Redwood.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Rachel’s time hiding in a small town comes to a crashing halt when her witness protection location is compromised. Now to evade her serial killer ex-husband after his surprise release from prison, she must go on the run with U.S. marshal Kyle Reid. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75</td>
<td></td>
<td>282</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RESCUING THE STOLEN CHILD.</strong></td>
<td>Connie Queen.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>When Lieutenant Texas Ranger Zane is attacked, he learns two shocking things: his estranged daughter has a son and his grandson has been taken. The desperate kidnapper needs Zane to investigate an old murder case, and little Wyatt is his leverage. 281 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>281</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRACKING THE TINY TARGET.</strong></td>
<td>Connie Queen.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>When a three-year-old boy is kidnapped, deputy sheriff Chandler and his search and rescue K-9 partner are on the case. And when the child’s mother, Bristol, insists on helping, he can’t turn her away. 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75</td>
<td></td>
<td>283</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CROSS HER HEART.</strong></td>
<td>Sarah Pinborough.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Sixteen year old Ava is getting tired of her overprotective single mom Lisa, and wants to live like a normal teenager—chill with friends, go to swim practice, study for exams, and have a boyfriend. But a long time ago, Lisa made a promise, and then she broke her word. That betrayal hasn’t been forgotten—or forgiven. 463 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>463</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WYOMING RANCH AMBUSH.</strong></td>
<td>Sommer Smith.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>A piercing scream sends rancher Beau racing to help his new neighbor fight off a kidnapper—only for them both to come under gunfire. Evie is the target of a kingpin and a suspect in her ex-boyfriend’s murder, and the safest place for her and her 9 year old sister is Beau’s ranch. 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>283</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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7893116 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE TREADSTONE TRANSGRESSION. By Joshua Hood. Large Print. The CIA has a source in the Haitian National Bank who can provide proof of corruption at the top of the American intelligence community. The evidence is on a flash drive in the bank’s main office. What should be a simple smash and grab mission is blown wide open when a powerful element in Haitian intelligence is threatened by the breach. 459 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

SOLD OUT

7821336 THE FINAL TWIST. By Jeffery Deaver. Large Print. Colter Shaw is on a mission his late father couldn’t finish: find a courier bag that contains evidence to bring down a corporate espionage firm. Shaw plays cat and mouse with the company’s sadistic enforcers. Suddenly, the job takes a frightening urgency: only by finding the courier bag can he expose the company and stop the murder of an innocent family. 526 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

SOLD OUT

7784082 FAST ICE. By C. Cussler & G. Brown. Large Print. In the early days of WWII, the infamous German Luftwaffe embarks upon an expedition to Antarctica, hoping to set up a military base to support their goal of world domination. After a former NUMA colleague disappears while researching the icebergs of Antarctica, Kurt Austin and his assistant Joe head to the freezing edge of the world to investigate. 490 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $6.95

SOLD OUT


SOLD OUT

7955901 HUNTED AT CHRISTMAS. By Dana R. Lynn. Large Print. When single mother Addison is attacked by a hit man, she learns there’s a price on her head. And Isaiah—the bounty hunter hired to track her down for crimes she didn’t commit—is her only hope for survival. 280 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

SOLD OUT

781187X WITH A MIND TO KILL. By Anthony Horowitz. Large Print. It is M’s funeral. One man is missing from the graveside: the traitor who pulled the trigger and is now in custody, accused of M’s murder—James Bond. Behind the Iron Curtain, a group of former SMERSH agents wants to use the British spy in an operation that will change the balance of world power. Bond must grapple with the darkest questions about himself. 356 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95
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★ 7955790 BIG SKY SECRETS. By Amity Steffen. Large Print. Stunned by the revelation he has a three-year-old son whose mother was murdered, rancher Eric is searching for the truth. But he quickly realizes he has a target on his back when he and his boy are attacked outside private investigator Cassie’s office. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 7956037 UNCOVERING ALASKAN SECRETS. By Elisabeth Rees. Large Print. Police chief Dani’s investigation of a missing 12 year old girl has made her some unexpected enemies in her small Alaskan town. Saved from a near-death attack by secretive newcomer Simon, she’s finding his unexplained expertise suspicious. 281 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75 $5.95

★ 7907958 THE PATIENT. By Jane Shemilt. Large Print. Rachel is a doctor who lives in an English village with her husband. One day, a new patient arrives for emergency treatment. Luc is a French painter who is struggling with a mental disorder. Their attraction is instant, and as Rachel’s sense of ethics wars with a newly awakened passion, the affair blinds her to everything. 404 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

★ 7896824 PROM MOM. By Laura Lippman. Large Print. Amber has spent her entire life putting as much distance as possible between her and her hometown, where she fears she will always be known as the girl accused of killing her newborn baby after being abandoned by her prom date, Joe. But years later, the two are drawn to each other and eventually cross the line they’ve been trying not to cross. 392 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 PRICE CUT to $21.95

★ 1960075 DREAM GIRL. By Laura Lippman. Large Print. Injured in a freak fall, novelist Gerry Andersen is confined to a hospital bed in his high-rise apartment. Late one night, the phone rings. The caller claims to be the “real” Aubrey, the title character from his most successful novel. But there is no real Aubrey. Meanwhile, she is threatening to visit him, suggesting that she is owed something. Is the threat real? 403 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99 $5.95

★ 775585X THE PERFECT ASSASSIN. By James Patterson & B. Sitts. Large Print. Dr. Brandt Savage is on sabbatical from the University of Chicago. He finds himself enrolled in a school where he is the sole pupil. His professor, “Meed,” is demanding. She’s also his captor. He emerges from their intensive training sessions physically and mentally transformed but with no idea why he’s been chosen or how he’ll use his fearsome abilities. 442 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 7955820 CHRISTMAS MURDER COVER-UP. By Shannon Redmon. Large Print. Narcotics detective Liz is too late to save her confidential informant from a professional assassin and narrowly survives the encounter. Now she has no memory of the killer—and she’s got a target on her back this Christmas. 280 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 7746261 NO PLAN B. By Lee & Andrew Child. Large Print. In Colorado, a woman dies under the wheels of a moving bus. The death is ruled a suicide. But Jack Reacher saw what really happened: A man in a gray hoodie and jeans, moving stealthily, pushed the victim to her demise—before swiftly grabbing the dead woman’s purse and strolling away. 451 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Binding</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
<th>Current Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE SECRET.</strong></td>
<td>Lee &amp; Andrew Child.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$31.00</td>
<td><strong>$23.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BETTER OFF DEAD.</strong></td>
<td>Lee &amp; Andrew Child.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$31.00</td>
<td><strong>$11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE BOURNE TREACHERY.</strong></td>
<td>Brian Freeman.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>Putnam</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td><strong>$7.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRIPLE CROSS.</strong></td>
<td>James Patterson.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>Little, Brown</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$31.00</td>
<td><strong>$23.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALEX CROSS MUST DIE.</strong></td>
<td>James Patterson.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>Little, Brown</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
<td><strong>$23.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE HOUSE OF WOLVES.</strong></td>
<td>James Patterson &amp; M. Lupica.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>Little, Brown</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$31.00</td>
<td><strong>$23.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12 MONTHS TO LIVE.</strong></td>
<td>James Patterson &amp; M. Lupica.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>Little, Brown</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
<td><strong>$23.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOUSE OF CORRECTION.</strong></td>
<td>Nicci French.</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>HarperCollins</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$21.99</td>
<td><strong>SOLD OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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★7819706 COUNTDOWN. By James Patterson & B. DuBois. Large Print. Agent Amy Cornwall excels at working from the shadows, until a botched field operation reveals dark dealings between her bosses and an informant—and a hidden plot by a terrorist genius that could kill thousands of Americans. The countdown has begun to save herself, her family, and the world. 590 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

★7868502 CROSS DOWN. By James Patterson & B. DuBois. Large Print. When military style attacks erupt on the nation’s capital, brutally injuring Alex Cross, only his friend and partner John Sampson can protect the Cross family, his own young daughter, and every American, including the president. 532 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

★7987382 CLIVE CUSSLER THE CORSICAN SHADOW. By Dirk Cussler. Large Print. May 1940. The chief curator of the Musee de Armee is ordered to get a mysterious piece of cargo out of the country. In the present day, Dirk Pitt is on a diving expedition in the English Channel when he discovers a cache of uncut diamonds on a shipwreck. 571 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

★7955952 RANCH SHOWDOWN. By Tina Wheeler. Large Print. After being threatened by her sister’s ex, Sierra has 48 hours to surrender documents linking him to a bombing before he kills her and kidnaps her nephew. With the evidence missing and anyone who helps becoming a target, hiding out with Detective Cole, her college sweetheart, might be her only chance for survival. 280 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75

★7868707 NEAR MISS. By S. Woods & B. Battles. Large Print. Stone Barrington is enjoying some down time in New York City when a chance encounter introduces him to a charming new companion. Too bad she also comes with the baggage of a persistent ex-boyfriend intent on retribution. As Stone dodges each disturbance, it becomes clear there’s an even more treacherous game being played behind the scenes. 381 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

★7976941 OBSESSION. By S. Woods & B. Battles. Large Print. While filming on location in Santa Barbara, Peter and Ben look to expand Centurion Studios’ business by making a deal with a Croatian tech billionaire. But when the magnate’s wife is kidnapped, Teddy Fay is brought in to assess the threat and recover the young woman. 303 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

★7946635 TOM CLANCY WEAPONS GRADE. By Don Bentley. Large Print. The quiet of a Texas night is shattered by the sounds of screeching brakes, crumpling metal, and, the most shockingly, rapid gunfire. The auto accident Jack thought he witnessed turns out to be a professional hit. He may be too late to save the victim, but he’ll be damned if he’s going to let the hitters escape justice. 643 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $23.95

★7784104 TOM CLANCY TARGET ACQUIRED. By Don Bentley. Large Print. Jack Ryan, Jr., would do anything for Ding Chavez. That’s why Jack is currently sitting in an open-air market in Israel, helping a CIA team run an asset-validation exercise as a favor to his friend. Jack’s job is simple—observe—but when he sees a mother and child being attacked he has to act. Now it’s a desperate race. 512 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $6.95
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**SIMPLY LIES.**
By David Baldacci. Large Print. When Mickey gets a call from a colleague named Arlene, she thinks nothing of the unusual request to inventory the vacant home of an arms dealer, who cheated ProEye’s clients and fled. That is, until she arrives at the mansion to discover a dead body in a secret room—and that nothing is as it seems. 580 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

**THE EDGE.**
Ed. by David Baldacci. Large Print. The 6:20 man is back, dropped by his handlers into a small coastal town in Maine to solve the murder of a CIA agent who knew America’s dirtiest secrets. Can Travis Devine uncover the truth before his time runs out? As Devine gets to know the residents of Putnam, Maine, answers seem to appear and then transform into more questions. 579 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95

**THE BOYS FROM BILOXI.**
By John Grisham. Large Print. Keith and Hugh were childhood friends but as teenagers, their lives took them in different directions. Keith’s father became a legendary prosecutor and Hugh’s father became the “Boss” of Biloxi’s criminal underground. Keith went to law school while Hugh worked in his father’s clubs. The two families were headed for a showdown, one that would happen in a courtroom. 607 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

**THE EXCHANGE.**
By John Grisham. Large Print. Mitch is a partner at the largest law firm in the world. When a mentor in Rome asks him for a favor that will take him far from home, Mitch finds himself at the center of a sinister plot that has worldwide implications—and once again endangers his colleagues, friends, and family. 452 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

**THE KINGDOM.**
By Jo Nesbo. Large Print. Roy and Carl have spent their whole lives running from the darkness in their past, but when Carl finally returns to make peace with it, the two brothers are inexorably drawn into a reckoning with their own demons. 751 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $6.95

**RUN, ROSE, RUN.**
By James Patterson & Dolly Parton. Large Print. A young singer-songwriter on the rise and on the run is determined to do whatever it takes to survive. Every song tells a story. Find a future, lose a past. Nashville is where she’s come to claim her destiny. It’s also where the darkness she’s fled might find her. And destroy her. 537 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

**STORM WATCH.**
By C.J. Box. Large Print. When a prominent University of Wyoming professor goes missing, authorities are stumped. That is, until Joe Pickett makes two surprising discoveries while hunting down a wounded elk on his district as an epic spring storm descends upon him. He finds the frozen and mutilated body who was killed near the location of a mysterious high-tech structure. 396 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

**MARKED TO DIE.**
By Kathleen Tiler. Large Print. When Eleni’s daughter is poisoned, the investigative reporter turns to FBI special homicide agent Chris Springfield for answers. But after another attack, it becomes clear that someone wants Eleni dead. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99
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- **7933010** CLIVE CUSSLER
  **CONDOR'S FURY.** By Graham Brown. Large Print. On a NUMA training mission in the Caribbean, Kurt and Joe catch a distress call from a nearby freighter. Leaping into action, they locate a damaged vessel and a dead captain clutching a shotgun. 553 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95

- **788575X** OBSESSED. By James Patterson & J.O. Born. Large Print. A killer is obsessed with Detective Michael Bennett’s eldest daughter. Michael is obsessed with keeping his family safe. New York City is obsessed with cracking the killer’s code. 420 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95

- **7686676** SHATTERED. By James Patterson & J.O. Born. Large Print. NYPD master homicide investigator Michael Bennett and top FBI abduction specialist Emily Parker have a history. Working case after case, each can predict the other’s next move. So when she fails to show at FBI headquarters in D.C., Bennett risks venturing far outside his jurisdiction for this investigation. 470 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

- **7837763** THE WAY OF THE BEAR. By Anne Hillerman. Large Print. An unexpected death on a lonely road outside of Utah’s Bears Ears National Monument raises questions for Navajo Tribal Police officers Jim and Bernadette. Why would a seasoned outdoorsman and well-known paleontologist freeze to death within walking distance of his car? A second death brings more turmoil. It takes all of the officers experience to navigate the threats. 405 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  $26.95


- **7841329** DARK ANGEL. By John Sandford. Large Print. Letty Davenport, the tough as nails adopted daughter of Lucas Davenport, takes on an undercover assignment that brings her across the country and into the crosshairs of a dangerous group of hackers. 467 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95

- **7724365** CLIVE CUSSLER’S HELLBURNER. By Mike Maden. Large Print. When Juan Cabrillo fails to capture the leader of Mexico’s most dangerous drug cartel and loses an Oregon crew member in the process, he’s determined to get revenge. Little does he know that the explosion he just narrowly escaped was merely the latest flash of violence from a machine of war that has existed for decades, dating from the bloodiest episode in Armenia’s history. 603 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95
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**786972X** CLIVE CUSSLER

**FIRE STRIKE.** By Mike Maden. Large Print. When Cabrillo is hired to extract an undercover operative in Kenya, he finds himself on the trail of a deadly international plot. His crew have met their most fearsome adversaries yet: a force of bio-hacked soldiers endowed with extreme strength and stamina and an unquenchable appetite for violence. 600 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

**7955855**

**DANGEROUS DESERT ABDUCTION.** By Kellie VanHorn. Large Print. Following her husband’s suspicious death, Abigail thinks fleeing to the remote Badlands in South Dakota will be safe—until the mob abducts her four year old son, demanding she hand over incriminating evidence. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75 $5.95

**7906781** EVERYONE HERE IS LYING. By Shari Lapena. Large Print. William is a family man, but he’s been having an affair, an affair that ended horribly this afternoon. So when he returns to his house, devastated and angry, to find his difficult nine year-old daughter, Avery, unexpectedly home from school, he loses his temper. Hours later, Avery’s family declares her missing. Suddenly the town doesn’t feel so safe. 382 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

**7865767** THE LIE MAKER. By Linwood Barclay. Large Print. Jack's father was whisked away by witness protection, leaving Jack and his mother to pick up the pieces of their lives. Years later, Jack is a talented but struggling author. So when the U.S. Marshals approach him with the opportunity to create false histories for people in witness protection he realizes this may be a chance to find his dad. 516 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 $26.95

**7754590** CLIVE CUSSLER

**THE SEA WOLVES.** By Jack Du Brul. Large Print. 1914. Detective Isaac Bell is asked to investigate a cache of missing rifles—only to discover something more sinister. Whoever broke in wanted to leave something in the shipping crates: a radio transmitter, set to summon a fleet of dreaded German U-boats. Someone is trying to keep American supplies from reaching British shores. 505 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

**795414X**

**THE COLLECTIVE.** By Alison Gaylin. Large Print. Obsessed with the privileged young man she believes is responsible for her daughter’s death, Camille is drawn into a group of women who share their stories of loss as well as their desires for justice. Becoming more deeply enmeshed in the group, Camille must decide if these women are truly avenging angels or monsters. 388 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

**7961758**

**THE MANOR HOUSE.** By Gilly Macmillan. Large Print. Childhood sweethearts Nicole and Tom are a normal, loving couple—until a massive lottery win changes their lives overnight. But this dream world quickly turns into a nightmare when Tom is found dead in the swimming pool. Was Tom’s death a tragic accident, or was it something worse? 550 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 $25.95

**7817339**

**UNNATURAL HISTORY.** By Jonathan Kellerman. Large Print. Los Angeles is a city of stark contrast, the palaces of the affluent coexisting uneasily with the hellholes of the mad and the needy. That shadow world and the violence it breeds draws psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware and Detective Milo Sturgis into an unsettling case of altruism gone wrong. 398 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00
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**7851820 CITY OF DREAMS.** By Don Winslow. Large Print. On the losing side of a bloody East Coast crime war, Danny is on the run from the Mafia, the cops and the FBI. As Danny begins to rebuild his criminal empire in Hollywood, the Feds track him down and ask him to do something that could make his fortune or kill him. Then he falls in love with a movie star who’s got a dark past of her own. 420 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00

**7834233 LOYALTY.** By Lisa Scottoline. Large Print. Franco, a laborer, dreams of owning a lemon grove. Gaetano, a lawyer, sets out to find a kidnapped boy. Mafalda, a new mother. And Alfredo a reclusive goatherd under constant threat of being discovered as a Jew. How the lives of these characters collide makes this work an epic tale of good versus evil. 554 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

**7790880 WITHOUT A TRACE.** By Danielle Steel. Large Print. Charles seems to have it all when his life changes one night, as he falls asleep at the wheel and plunges 30 feet down the face of a rocky cliff. Miraculously, he survives. After climbing to safety he happens upon a cabin where he meets the kind and beautiful Aude, they have an instant connection. 291 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00

**7831552 FIRESTORM.** By Taylor Moore. Large Print. DEA Special Agent Garrett Kohl must rescue his friend and ally CIA operative Kim Manning after she’s kidnapped in Texas by a nefarious band of criminals. While Talon Corporation may be accustomed to getting its way, it has yet to encounter Kohl and his protection of the people who matter most to him. 424 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

**7839189 THE DOLLMAKER.** By Morgan Shamy. Large Print. When Dawn’s best friend Rose is kidnapped by “The Dollmaker,” a crazed serial killer who creates “art” from women’s bodies, she drops everything to find her. With the help of a new acquaintance and his mysterious brother, they set off to find the killer. 430 pages. CamCat. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**7824343 THE NEW NEIGHBOR.** By Karen Cleveland. Large Print. Secrets, jealousy, and paranoia collide when a seemingly perfect new family moves into a cul de sac neighborhood where most of the families there have ties to the CIA. They’re all keeping secrets. And they all know more about their neighbors than they should. It would be the perfect place to insert a spy—unless one was there all along. 402 pages. Random. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

**7831579 THE LOST SUMMERS OF NEWPORT.** By Beatriz Williams et al. Large Print. Andie has landed her dream job as a producer of Makeover Mansion, featuring the once glorious but now crumbling Sprague Halls in Newport. But the mansion’s reclusive owner, Lucia “Lucky” Sprague will only allow the show to go forward on two conditions: nobody speaks to her and nobody touches the mansion’s ruined boathouse. 596 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99

**7885679 WINDFALL.** By Wendy Corsi Staub. Large Print. When three long time friends buy a lottery ticket on a whim and win a billion dollars, they turn to Shea Daniels, a “sudden wealth manager.” Traveling to a secluded California mansion where Shea and her staff cater to their every whim, the weekend turns to terror when the women discover they’re trapped and suspect a lurking predator. 379 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**
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7879911 THE BEACH AT SUMMERLY. By Beatriz Williams. Large Print. May 1946. Emilia, the devoted daughter of Summerly’s caretaker, meets Olive and into a world of daring possibility. Sumner Fox, an FBI agent arrives demanding Emilia’s help in capturing a Soviet agent working from somewhere inside the estate. April 1954. News arrives that the traitor she helps convict will be swapped for an American spy and she is drawn back in. 501 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 PRICE CUT to $21.95

7831560 THE KIND WORTH SAVING. By Peter Swanson. Large Print. There was always something dangerous about Joan. So when she turns up at P.I. Harry’s office, he can’t help feeling ill at ease. Joan needs his help to confirm a simple case of her husband’s infidelity, but it becomes more complicated when he finds two bodies in an uninhabited suburban home. 432 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00

7828217 SCAVENGER HUNT. By Dani Lamia. Large Print. After her eccentric father dies, Caitlyn Nylo, CEO of her father’s game company, is stunned to learn that instead of leaving the company to her, he has chosen to make his five heirs compete in one last terrifying game, that has been twisted into a maniacal death trap, from which the evil Game Master offers no escape. 493 pages. Level 4. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 PRICE CUT to $11.95

7839170 CITIZEN ORLOV. By Jonathan Payne. Large Print. Citizen Orlov, a simple fishmonger and an honest, upright citizen, answers a phone call meant for a secret agent and stumbles into a hidden world of espionage and secrecy. Caught in a web of plot and counterplot, confusing loyalties, and explosive betrayals, Orlov finds himself on trial for murder. 379 pages. CamCat. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

7826931 THE WAYWARD TARGET. By Susan Ouellette. Large Print. A year after hunting down the terrorist who killed her fiancée, CIA analyst Maggie finds herself with a price on her head. In retaliation for chasing and killing an elite member of a terrorist cell, Maggie now is on the hit list of the mastermind behind numerous terrorist attacks. 500 pages. CamCat. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

783764X DOUBLE OR NOTHING. By Kim Sherwood. Large Print. 007 has been captured—and perhaps killed—by a sinister private military company. His whereabouts are unknown. Johann Harwood, 003. Joseph Dryden, 004. Sid Bashir, 009. They represent the very best and brightest of MI6. Skilled, ruthless, and licensed to kill, they will do anything to protect their country. 518 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00

7906803 A TWISTED LOVE STORY. By Samantha Downing. Large Print. Wes and Ivy are madly in love. When it’s good, it’s great. When it’s bad, it’s really bad. But their cycle of breakups and reconciliations needs to end fast because they have a common enemy, a detective. They never talk about the bad night, when one of them took things too far, and someone ended up dead. 499 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

7839197 THE FIELD OF WRONGDOING. By Lili St. Germain. Large Print. When Cassie’s friend disappears, Cassie knows all too well the tragic end Jennifer has probably met. After all, Cassie is the one who found the last murdered girl in the field on her boyfriend Leo’s property nine years ago. She never believed he was capable of such a brutal act. But now Leo is back, released on parole, and another girl has gone missing. 626 pages. Level 4. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

783763Y A TWISTED LOVE STORY. By Samantha Downing. Large Print. Wes and Ivy are madly in love. When it’s good, it’s great. When it’s bad, it’s really bad. But their cycle of breakups and reconciliations needs to end fast because they have a common enemy, a detective. They never talk about the bad night, when one of them took things too far, and someone ended up dead. 499 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

7828217 SCAVENGER HUNT. By Dani Lamia. Large Print. After her eccentric father dies, Caitlyn Nylo, CEO of her father’s game company, is stunned to learn that instead of leaving the company to her, he has chosen to make his five heirs compete in one last terrifying game, that has been twisted into a maniacal death trap, from which the evil Game Master offers no escape. 493 pages. Level 4. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

7838025 THE KIND WORTH SAVING. By Peter Swanson. Large Print. There was always something dangerous about Joan. So when she turns up at P.I. Harry’s office, he can’t help feeling ill at ease. Joan needs his help to confirm a simple case of her husband’s infidelity, but it becomes more complicated when he finds two bodies in an uninhabited suburban home. 432 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00


7826931 THE WAYWARD TARGET. By Susan Ouellette. Large Print. A year after hunting down the terrorist who killed her fiancée, CIA analyst Maggie finds herself with a price on her head. In retaliation for chasing and killing an elite member of a terrorist cell, Maggie now is on the hit list of the mastermind behind numerous terrorist attacks. 500 pages. CamCat. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99
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|------------|--------------------------------------------|-------------------------------|------------------|                                                                                                                                                               |            |                           |                |
| 1042254    | ALASKAN WILDERNESS RESCUE.                | Sarah Varland.                | Large Print      | A missing person case sends search and rescue worker Elise and her K-9 to a remote Alaskan island, only to discover she’s got a target on her back.                | 280         | Harlequin Paperbound.      | $5.95          |
| 7986378    | TOM CLANCY COMMAND AND CONTROL.           | Marc Cameron.                 | Large Print      | A Russian plot to seize the Panama Canal plunges President Jack Ryan into a desperate fight for his life.                                                   | 553         | Random House Large Print.  | $23.95         |
| 1042300    | DANGEROUS TEXAS HIDEOUT.                  | Virginia Vaughan.             | Large Print      | When her daughter is the only witness able to identify a group of bank robbers, single mom Penny knows their lives are in danger. These men will do anything to keep her quiet permanently. | 282         | Harlequin Paperbound.      | $5.95          |
| 1033131    | MISSING PERSONS.                         | James Patterson with A. Hamdy.| Large Print      | A wealthy businessman approaches Jack Morgan, with a desperate plea to track down his daughter and grandchildren, who have disappeared without a trace. Jack’s investigation leads toward Afghanistan, where Jack’s career as a U.S. marine ended in catastrophe. Jack will now need to face the trauma of his past to save a family’s future. | 454         | Grand Central Paperbound.  | $16.95         |
| 1247794    | THE ATLAS MANEUVER.                       | Steve Berry.                  | Large Print      | Cotton Malone unravels a mystery from WWII involving a legendary lost treasure, worth billions, known as Yamashita’s Gold. He quickly discovers that everything hinges on a woman from his past, who suddenly reappears harboring a host of explosive secrets centering around bitcoin. | 561         | Grand Central.             | $23.95         |
| 7826753    | CODE WORD ACCESS.                        | Alex Schuler with R. Yngve.   | Large Print      | Shawn is a prodigy and he knows it. It’s 2051 and the militarized AI he created to hunt terrorists has begun to dominate the network that controls everything from traffic to climate. Fearful of the power of the AI he calls “Lazy Jack” and the politicians who will use it, he installs an algorithm to give his creation a system of ethics. | 752         | Level 4 Paperbound.        | $17.95         |
| 7886292    | MEGADEATH.                                | Tory Quinn with M. Vibbert.   | Large Print      | It’s 2112 and the war between nations has become a spectator sport. Soldiers are now gamers who live and die based on the outcome of the match, and every four years a worldwide MegaDeath tournament gives countries a chance to air their grievances. | 621         | Level 4 Paperbound.        | $14.95         |
| 7900600    | BLACK SUN.                                | Rebecca Roanhorse.            | Large Print      | In the holy city of Tova, the winter solstice is usually a time for celebration and renewal, but this year it coincides with a solar eclipse, a rare celestial event proscribed by the Sun Priest as an unbalancing of the world. | 518         | Center Point.              | $5.95          |
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★7839200 THEY MET IN A TAVERN. By Elijah Menchaca. Large Print. The Starbreakers were your classic teenage heroes and the most successful group of glintchasers in Corsar. But that all changed the day the city of Relgen died. The group went their separate ways, placing the blame on each other. Years after their falling out, a new threat looms. 577 pages. CamCat. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

PRICE CUT to $11.95

★7866143 THEY SPLIT THE PARTY. By Elijah Menchaca. Large Print. The Starbreakers were heroes, until a tragedy broke them apart. Only now, years later, have they begun to make peace with each other. As the Starbreakers scatter to face friends and foes of the past, it’s a fight for peace in the kingdom they call home, and a fight to protect the legacy they left behind. It’s also exactly the opportunity their enemies have been waiting for. 551 pages. CamCat. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

PRICE CUT to $14.95

Romance & Women’s Stories

★7781415 THE MYSTERIOUS AMISH NANNY. By Patrice Lewis. Large Print. When Ruth Wengerd’s car stalls, she doesn’t expect to be rescued by a horse and buggy, or to suddenly become a nanny for widower Adam Chupp’s son. Her temporary job is starting to feel permanent. Can she face up to her past for a future she left once before? 282 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75

★7956010 THEIR AMISH SECRET. By Patricia Johns. Large Print. During a powerful rainstorm, the last person Claire expects to find on her doorstep is the man who broke her heart. When Joel abandoned her with no explanation, Claire never told him she’d had his child. 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75

SOLD OUT

★7907729 HIDDEN TREASURES. By Michelle Adams. Large Print. In the wake of his mother’s death, Harry and his ex-girlfriend, Tabitha search for a valuable treasure, a priceless jewelry box stolen from the Nazis and hidden since the war over seventy five years ago. Will this box containing secrets from his mother’s past shape both their lives? 448 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

SOLD OUT

★7926170 A SWEET MONTANA CHRISTMAS. By Jeannie Watt. Large Print. Bridal shop owner Maddie used to believe in happy endings. After being jilted weeks before her wedding, she retreats to a friend’s guest ranch and runs into her old coworker, ex-bronc rider Sean. While planning the ranch’s Christmas open house together, Maddie starts falling for him, until Sean’s attempt to protect her backfires. 377 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★7995032 AN AMISH MOTHER FOR HIS CHILD. By Patricia Johns. Large Print. Marrying a virtual stranger gives Verna almost everything she’s ever wanted—a husband and a daughter. Despite Adam’s strict standards and formal demeanor, Verna is determined to turn their convenient arrangement into a happy union. However, can they overcome their opposite views to discover what they really need is each other? 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★1042297 THE COWGIRL’S HOMECOMING. By Jeannie Watt. Large Print. When Whitney returns home after being downsized, she accidentally offends rancher Tanner—her dad’s neighbor. To make amends, she agrees to help him rehabilitate his ranch and reputation, and soon finds there’s more to the crusty cowboy than she’d thought. 379 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★7950532 AN AMISH MOTHER FOR HIS CHILD. By Patricia Johns. Large Print. Marrying a virtual stranger gives Verna almost everything she’s ever wanted—a husband and a daughter. Despite Adam’s strict standards and formal demeanor, Verna is determined to turn their convenient arrangement into a happy union. However, can they overcome their opposite views to discover what they really need is each other? 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

$5.95

SOLD OUT
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**7871953** A COWBOY SUMMER. By Mary Anne Wilson. Large Print. A getaway to Wyoming is just what the doctor ordered for burned-out Boston pediatrician McKenna. But finding the remote adobe cabin already occupied by rodeo star in hiding Cooper is an unwelcome surprise. The famous bronc rider is hard to ignore, and as Cooper shows McKenna the remote landscape’s hidden gems, their connection grows.


**SOLD OUT**

**7880278** THE WEDDING DRESS SEWING CIRCLE. By Jennifer Ryan. Large Print. Fashion designer Cressida loses both her home and her design house in the London Blitz, she returns home. After joining the sewing circle, her spirit and ambition galvanize the sewing group into action, and they find themselves mending wedding dresses not only for local brides but for brides across the country.


**7947712** WHEN HE WAS WICKED. By Julia Quinn. Large Print. Michael Stirling, London’s most infamous rake, took one look at Francesca Bridgerton and fell so fast and hard into love it was a wonder he managed to remain standing. Unfortunately she was to marry his cousin. But that was then, now he is the earl and she is free. Michael dares not speak to her of his love, until one dangerous night and passion proves stronger. 530 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

**1042262** A BABY IN ALASKA. By Heidi McCahan. Large Print. Sam has three weeks in Alaska to acquire a small aviation company and serve as best man in a wedding—all with his infant nephew in tow. Thankfully, maid of honor and pilot Rylee can’t resist helping, even if the acquisition might eliminate her job. Could romance be on the horizon?


**SOLD OUT**

**7946121** TO SIR PHILLIP, WITH LOVE. By Julia Quinn. Large Print. Did he think she was mad? Eloise Bridgerton couldn’t marry a man she had never met! But then she started thinking—and before she knew it, she was in a hired carriage, on her way to meet the man she hoped might be her perfect match. Except—he wasn’t. But when he kissed her, she couldn’t help but wonder, could this imperfect man be perfect for her?


**7955898** HIS ALASKAN REDEMPTION. By Heidi McCahan. Large Print. Crab fisherman Gus is just trying to make a living for his daughter. But when his fishing boat capsizes, he’s injured and stranded in Hearts Bay, Alaska, where he comes face to face with Mia—his late best friend’s fiancée.


**SOLD OUT**
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**7886802 HER ALASKAN COMPANION.** By Heidi McCahan. Large Print. When pregnant widow Lexi moves to Alaska for a fresh start, the last thing on her mind is romance. Fortunately her neighbor’s affectionate goldendoodle is just the distraction she needs—unlike his gruff owner. Police officer Heath hopes building a fence in exchange for pet sitting will keep Lexi at a distance. 282 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75 $5.95


**7995245 SAVING THE SINGLE DAD’S BOOKSTORE.** By Nicole Lam. Large Print. After inheriting his late grandfather’s bookstore, Dominic must make a big decision. But manager Gianna insists she can prove he should keep Tang’s Terrific Tomes. Falling for the charms of the store—and Gianna—comes easy. But when property damage threatens his already-tight budget, will Dominic risk everything to follow his heart? 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**795588X FALLING FOR THE COWBOY DOC.** By Cari Lynn Webb. Large Print. Professional roper Maggie needs to secure a national sponsorship. And orthopedic surgeon Grant could derail her plans. Falling for the cowboy doctor is a distraction she can’t afford. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**7949111 HIS CHRISTMAS COWGIRL.** By Cari Lynn Webb. Large Print. Cowgirl Vivian Bryant needs a winning horse to fulfill her rodeo champion dream, and equestrian trainer Josh Sloan agrees to help. But when Vivian fibs to her family that Josh is her boyfriend, their pretend relationship slowly evolves. As Vivian competes for a trophy, the real prize might be finding love at Christmas. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


**7900597 BIG SUMMER.** By Jennifer Weiner. Large Print. Eight years after the fight that ended their friendship, Daphne Berg is shocked when Drue Cavanaugh walks back into her life, asking if she will be her maid of honor. But when Daphne wakes up the morning of the wedding to find that something terrible has happened to her friend, it’s up to her to dig deep into Drue’s past. 509 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95 $5.95

**7966318 TWINS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.** By Jacquelin Thomas. Large Print. Rayne returns to Polk Island after years away. She left her husband after their impulsive marriage. She can’t believe she wed her boss, Taylor and now she’s the mother of their twins! The holiday season is the perfect time to reconnect with her estranged family, until Taylor shows up, hurt, shocked and needing answers. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95
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**8280616** DEPENDING ON THE COWBOY. By Jill Kemerer. Large Print. Blaine’s life gets complicated when his high school crush, Sienna—pregnant and recently divorced—comes to stay on his family’s ranch. He needs to focus on the cattle but can’t stop spending time with her. 362 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**7955847** THE COWBOY’S CHRISTMAS COMPROMISE. By Jill Kemerer. Large Print. Recently divorced Dalton can’t afford to turn down a ranch manager position—even if the boss is his ex-wife’s new husband’s ex-wife. After all, providing for his son is what’s important. 281 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**8268889** THE COWGIRL’S LAST RODEO. By Tabitha Bouldin. Large Print. When Callie’s horse goes blind, there’s only one man who can save her barrel racing career. Brody is the best horse trainer she knows—if he’s willing to help. She broke his heart when she left him behind to go after rodeo stardom. 281 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

**7955812** THE BRONC RIDER’S TWINS. By Danica Favorite. Large Print. Convinced he caused his best friend’s death, rodeo cowboy Wyatt will do whatever it takes to look after widow Laura and her infant twins—even propose to her. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75 $5.95

**7976550** THE COWGIRL’S LAST RODEO. By Danica Favorite. Large Print. When Andy’s world is upended, he hires Violet to help him get his affairs in order. But when Violet leaves the manuscript of her unfinished novel behind, Andy lets his curiosity get the best of him and is captivated by the story that begs to be adapted for the big screen. 301 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

**798622X** THE BALL AT VERSAILLES. By Danielle Steel. Large Print. It’s the summer of 1959 and the Palace of Versailles is hosting an event that will make history. An exclusive ball in which a select group of American and French debutantes will be presented to international society and royalty. Four young women, each with something to prove, receive what some see as the invitation of a lifetime. 398 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95
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**7919735 HAPPINESS.** By Danielle Steel. Large Print. Sabrina is a successful author of thrillers. Unlike her fictional characters, she lives a quiet life in the Berkshires with her two dogs. But behind this peaceful exterior is a dark, painful past. The arrival of a mysterious letter disrupts her life, declaring that she, as the only living relative, is now the heir to her uncle’s estate outside London. 286 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

**7968930 THE CHASE.** By Lynsay Sands. Large Print. A Highlands hellion flees the handsome “English devil” she’s been promised to, and he realizes that his enchanting prize will be much harder to win than he imagined. 438 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

**7907559 AFTER THE BITE.** By Lynsay Sands. Large Print. Immortal Enforcer Valerian knows golf course owner Natalie is wary of a relationship of any kind, what will she think when she discovers he’s an immortal? His best course of action is to woo her the old-fashioned way. When danger stalks Natalie, he realizes he’s playing a game of life and death. 458 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

**7955928 THE LAWMAN’S PROMISE.** By Alexis Morgan. Large Print. Museum curator Shelby seems to be the only woman in Dunbar not chasing after the new police chief, Cade. When a stranger lays claim to the town’s famous gold nugget, she helps Cade find the truth. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75 $5.95

**7955987 REDEEMING THE COWBOY.** By Lisa Jordan. Large Print. Five years ago, bull rider Bear lost everything. His best friend. His fiancee. His career. And Piper, his best friend’s wife, never forgave him for the rodeo accident that killed her husband. Now they’re working together to save his family’s ranch. 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**7955529 THEIR SURPRISE ISLAND WEDDING.** By Anna J. Stewart. Large Print. Her sister’s Hawaiian dream wedding is a nightmare for water-phobic, workaholic Marella—especially when a breakup leaves her without a plus-one. Laid-back surfer Keane is a sun-browned distraction. 378 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**7955979 REDEEMED BY MY FORBIDDEN HOUSEKEEPER.** By Heidi Rice. Large Print. Recovering from a near-deadly accident, Renzo retreated to his Cote D’Azur estate. Nothing breaks through his solitude. Until the arrival of his new housekeeper stirs dormant desires. 250 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. $5.95
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★7955995 THE RELUCTANT RANCHER. By Jolene Navarro. Large Print. Despite the mess FBI agent Enzo has made of his life, he’s still eager to help others—like his sister, Ana. But coming home to Texas to run the family ranch and take care of his nephew might be more than he can handle. 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75 $5.95 ★ SOLD OUT


★7958692 THE HEART OF SUMMER. By Felicity Hayes-McCoy. Large Print. On the Finfarran Peninsula, Hanna Casey is looking forward to alfresco lunches with friends and balmy evenings with her boyfriend, Brian, in their stunning new home in the beautiful Hag’s Glen. With a painful divorce behind her and family drama finally settled, Hanna plans a romantic getaway for the two of them. 436 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95 ★ SOLD OUT

★7962223 A BABY ON HIS DOORSTEP. By Leigh Riker. Large Print. Veterinarian Max has sworn off entanglements. Then he wakes up to an infant on his doorstep and a note saying the girl is his. With his ex MIA, he hires Rachel as a live-in nanny. The widow has her own reasons to keep their relationship professional, but when tongues start wagging, a fake engagement seems the perfect solution. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75 ★ SOLD OUT

★7886887 THE SWEETHEART LIST. By Jill Shalvis. Large Print. When Harper’s life falls apart, she knows it’s time for a change. She sets off to Lake Tahoe to fulfill her dream of opening her own bakery. With her Sugar Pine Bakery in between a tavern owned by sexy, grumpy Bodie and a bookstore run by her BFF, she feels at peace. Then she meets Ivy, a teenage runaway, who barreled into her heart. 418 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

★7900880 THE LITTLE VILLAGE OF BOOKLOVERS. By Nina George. Large Print. In a little town in the south of France in the 1960s, a dazzling encounter with Love itself changes the life of orphan Marie-Jeanne forever. She has the extraordinary power to bring soulmates together, and now she searches for her own true love. 290 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

★7850883 QUEEN CHARLOTTE. By J. Quinn & S. Rhimes. Large Print. In 1761, a King and Queen met for the very first time. They were married within hours. Born a German Princess, Charlotte of Mecklenburg-Strelitz was beautiful, headstrong, and fiercely intelligent—not precisely the attributes the British Court had been seeking in a spouse for the young King George III. She was exactly what he needed, because George had secrets. 528 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00 PRICE CUT to $21.95

★7886268 NOT THAT DUKE. By Eloisa James. Large Print. Bespectacled and freckled Lady Stella has a dowry that has attracted a crowd of fortune-hunting suitors. And then—the worst happens. Marriage. To the Duke of Huntingdon, Silvester, who is marrying her for all the wrong reasons. How can Silvester possibly convince Stella that he’s fallen in love with the quirky woman he married? 498 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95
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TWO WARS AND A WEDDING. By Lauren Willig. Large Print. Set during an electrifying era of nation-building, idealism, and upheaval, this is the tale of two remarkable women—Betsy Hayes and Ava—striving to make their place in a man's world—an unforgettable saga of friendship, love, and fighting for what is right. 594 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.00 PRICE CUT to $16.95

THINGS I WISH I TOLD MY MOTHER. By Susan Patterson et al. Large Print. Laurie is an artist who travels the world with a worn beige bag. Laurie’s mother is an elegant perfectionist who travels the world with a matched set of suitcases. When Laurie surprises her mother with a dream vacation to Paris they learn how to love and talk to each other before it’s too late. 385 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

VARINA PALLADINO’S JERSEY ITALIAN LOVE STORY. By Terri-Lynne DeFino. Large Print. Lively widow Varina Palladino has lived in the same house in Wyldale, New Jersey, her entire life. The town might be slightly stuck in the 1960s, but its population is getting younger and the Palladinos are embracing the change. Three generations of Palladinos butt heads and break one another’s hearts as they wrestle with their own Jersey Italian love stories. 544 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.00 PRICE CUT to $17.95

REUNITED WITH THE RANCHER. By Anna Grace. Large Print. Rancher Whitman Benton is determined to protect Outcrop, Oregon, from greedy developers, but if he wants to be seen as a serious candidate for county commissioner, he needs a stable long-term girlfriend. When matchmaker Piper step into the role, their sweet rapport becomes headline news. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

THE COWBOY’S SECOND CHANCE. By Cheryl Harper. Large Print. ER doctor Keena needs a break! And small town Prospect is just the spot to recuperate. Handsome cowboy next door Travis is committed to giving foster boys a second chance. But will Keena give him a second chance when he lets the social worker believe she’s his girlfriend? 377 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

THE AMISH MARRIAGE ARRANGEMENT. By Patricia Johns. Large Print. After leaving the community years ago, Amish bad boy Arden is back to convince his grandfather to move to Ohio. But neighbor Sarai stands in his way—her grandmother is sweet on the older gentleman. When a sudden windstorm damages her grandmother’s home, Sarai and Arden are forced to work together on the repairs. 366 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 SOLD OUT

THE AMISH MIDWIFE’S BARGAIN. By Amy Lillard. Large Print. Pregnant Amish widow Mattie is stunned to find her late husband’s shunned twin brother at her door. Samuel is back to fulfill a promise: to marry Mattie. Only he’s not the rogue Mattie remembers. This Christmas, he’s determined to do right by her and the community. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95 SOLD OUT

THE AMISH CHRISTMAS PROMISE. By Amy Lillard. Large Print. Pregnant Amish widow Mattie is stunned to find her late husband’s shunned twin brother at her door. Samuel is back to fulfill a promise: to marry Mattie. Only he’s not the rogue Mattie remembers. This Christmas, he’s determined to do right by her and the community. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

THE AMISH MARRIAGE ARRANGEMENT. By Patricia Johns. Large Print. After leaving the community years ago, Amish bad boy Arden is back to convince his grandfather to move to Ohio. But neighbor Sarai stands in his way—her grandmother is sweet on the older gentleman. When a sudden windstorm damages her grandmother’s home, Sarai and Arden are forced to work together on the repairs. 366 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 SOLD OUT
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**7871988 A SINGLE DAD IN AMISH COUNTRY.** By Patricia Johns. Large Print. All single mom and soon to be commercial pilot Hazel expects from her Amish B and B vacation is gorgeous farmland, fresh air and delicious food. No one mentioned handsome landscaper Joe—or his irrepressible little girl. Suddenly Hazel sees the possibilities of a whole new family. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.75 $5.95

**7871929 AMISH BLAST INVESTIGATION.** By Debby Giusti. Large Print. After an explosion rocks Becca’s bakery and kills one of her customers, she teams up with the victim’s son to find justice. Though estranged from his father, Englischer Luke is compelled to help the Amish woman uncover why his father died. 284 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $7.75 $5.95

**7926197 TRUSTING HER AMISH RIVAL.** By Jackie Stef. Large Print. Everyone in Lancaster County has forgiven Silas for his wild past, except Amish baker Leah. When he offers her a business proposition that could benefit them both, Leah doesn’t know if she can turn the other cheek. The only thing more dangerous than trusting Silas is falling for him. 282 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**7955804 BONDING OVER THE AMISH BABY.** By Pamela Desmond Wright. Large Print. After he wrecks his car, Dr. Caleb Sutter finds himself stranded in an Amish community in Texas. What he didn’t count on is becoming the temporary co-guardian to an abandoned newborn, along with pretty Amish teacher Rebecca Schrodor. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**7956045 AN UNUSUAL AMISH WINTER MATCH.** By Vannetta Chapman. Large Print. With his crops failing, Amish bachelor Ethan already has enough problems. He certainly doesn’t need pretty Ada—and her sunny exuberance or her penchant for jumping from job to job—adding to his troubles. They’ll discover that the biggest problem is their feelings for each other. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**7926189 THE TEACHER’S CHRISTMAS SECRET.** By Emma Miller. Large Print. When widowed schoolteacher Tobit is injured, he reluctantly agrees he needs Cora’s help. She’s still upset that he got the job at the Amish schoolhouse, but she agrees to teach his class till he’s able. As they work together on lessons, a surprising friendship blooms between them, but Tobit’s heart is torn. 282 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**7886810 HIDDEN AMISH TARGET.** By Dana R. Lynn. Large Print. Witnessing a murder puts a target on Molly’s back, and now she’s on the run from a gunman dead set on silencing her. She turns to family friend Zeke for help, but when Molly’s identity and location are exposed, they’re left with a criminal among her Amish community. 283 pages. Love Inspired. Paperback. Pub. at $7.75 $5.95

**1042343 THEIR FORBIDDEN AMISH MATCH.** By Lucy Bayer. Large Print. After discovering his long-lost brother lives in Hickory Hollow, big city doctor Todd decides to make a short tenure in the small Amish community. Almost immediately he clashes with the beautiful midwife, Lena. Yet as they work together, first impressions melt and yield growing feelings. 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95
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★7871945 A CONVENIENT AMISH BRIDE. By Lucy Bayer. Large Print. After the loss of her perfect match, Amish waitress Ruby resigns herself to a solitary life—until she meets widower David and his young daughters. Ruby has always wanted a family, and David is desperate for help because his aging parents can no longer assist with the girls. 368 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★7955944 PINECRAFT REFUGE. By Lenora Worth. Large Print. When her doctor prescribes fresh air and sunshine, Eva turns her Florida getaway into a chance to gain some independence. Only, working part-time for Amish shop owner Tanner is hardly a vacation. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75 $5.95 SOLD OUT

★7894759 AMISH COUNTRY RANSOM. By Mary Alford. Large Print. After FBI agent Jade’s sister is abducted, K-9 trainer Ethan is determined to help the woman who once saved his life. But an enemy from Jade’s past will stop at nothing to keep his agenda hidden. With a storm brewing and a killer hunting them deep into Amish country, can Jade and Ethan survive the treacherous weather long enough to bring the criminal to justice? 368 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★7962231 CARING FOR HER AMISH NEIGHBOR. By Jo Ann Brown. Large Print. After an explosion leaves Juan injured and blind, Amish widow Annalise is asked to help him adjust to living without his sight. She’s raising a daughter who is blind, so she can understand some of the challenges he might face. Falling for Juan is the one thing she won’t see coming. 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 SOLD OUT

★1042351 THE WIDOW’S BACHELOR BARGAIN. By Marta Perry. Large Print. When Jacob arrives to retrieve his runaway orphaned niece, Amish widow Dorcas sees the conflict between the pair and suggests an arrangement. The teenager will stay with her for a while to give them both a much needed break. Only Jacob’s frequent visits—and Dorca’s growing attraction—aren’t part of the plan. 281 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

Short Stories

7961561 THE MISADVENTURES OF NERO WOLFE: Parodies and Pastiches Featuring the Great Detective of West 35th Street. Ed. by Josh Pachter. Large Print. Collects two dozen literary tributes to one of crime fiction’s best-loved private detectives and his Man Friday. Also featuring a reminiscence from Rex Stout’s daughter, this is a treasury of witty and suspenseful crime writing for every fan of the portly private detective. 446 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $7.95 SOLD OUT

1913654 UNRESTRICTED ACCESS. By James Rollins. Large Print. Experience the exciting breadth of Rollins’s wild imagination and adventurous spirit in this anthology of his short masterworks, including a new full-length novella featuring Captain Tucker Wayne and his military war dog, Kane, as well as eleven previously published short stories. 620 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95 SOLD OUT

7996136 SEASONAL WORK. By Laura Lippman. Large Print. In “Just One More,” a married couple creates a playful diversion that comes with unexpected consequences. Baltimore PI Tess Monaghan keeps a watchful eye on a criminally resourceful single father in “Seasonal Work,” while her mother, Judith, realizes that the life of “The Everyday Housewife” is an excellent cover for all kinds of secrets, and more. 388 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95
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7938179 THE BLACKER THE BERRY. By Wallace Thurman. Large Print. Emma Lou was born Black. Abandoned at birth by her father and bleached by her mother from a young age, she experiences firsthand the division of color amongst the colored. Navigating a world in which she seems unwanted and is deemed undesirable, Emma must learn to love herself in the skin she’s in. First published in 1929. 387 pages. Mint Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $18.95

7935625 WUTHERING HEIGHTS. By Emily Bronte. Large Print. Heathcliff is a foundling, adopted and raised as one of the Earnshaw children. With this act of charity, the seeds of ardent love and jealousy are planted. Catherine Earnshaw becomes devoted to Heathcliff, while her brother Hindley always views him as a rival for Wuthering Heights. 791 pages. Mint Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95


Classics & Literary Fiction
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History

1959387 THE GREAT INFLUENZA: The Story of the Deadliest Pandemic in History. By John M. Barry. Large Print. Examines the virus that killed over 100 million people around the world and the wide range of people who worked to combat it, including William Welch, Anna Wessel Williams, and Paul Lewis. 16 pages of photos. 926 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00 $6.95

197675 FREEDOM: The Overthrowing of the Slave Empires. By James Walvin. Large Print. Focuses on the resistance of the enslaved and its impact in overthrowing slavery. Walvin also looks at the whole Atlantic world, including the Spanish Empire and Brazil, all of which revolved around slavery. 392 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $37.95 $5.95

7702477 THE END IS ALWAYS NEAR: Apocalyptic Moments, from the Bronze Age Collapse to Nuclear Near Misses. By Dan Carlin. Large Print. Carlin examines questions and historical events that force us to consider what sounds like fantasy: that we might suffer the same fate as all the previous eras did. The questions Carlin pose are both philosophical and offbeat. 373 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99 $5.95

7880219 PARADISE FALLS: The True Story of an Environmental Catastrophe. By Keith O’Brien. Large Print. Brings to life a defining story of our past, laying bare the dauntless efforts of a few heroic women who exposed one of America’s most catastrophic toxic waste disasters and the ravages of corporate pollution on human life and laid the foundation for the environmental movement as we know it today. Photo. 710 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

American History

1974084 RIVER OF THE GODS: Genius, Courage, and Betrayal in the Search for the Source of the Nile. By Candice Millard. Large Print. In the 19th century, there was a frenzy of interest in ancient Egypt. At the same time, European powers sent off waves of explorers intending to map the corners of the globe. Richard Burton and John Hanning Speke were sent to discover the source of the Nile in the name of England. With the help of their guide, Sidi Mubarak Bombay, Speke claimed the credit. 16 pages of photos. 521 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95


7920008 OUR MAN IN TOKYO: An American Ambassador and the Countdown to Pearl Harbor. By Steve Kemper. Large Print. In 1932, Japan was in crisis. Into this maelstrom stepped Joseph C. Grew, America’s most experienced diplomat. For the next decade, he attempted to preserve peace between Japan and the U.S., warning American leaders about the risks of Japan’s raging nationalism and rising militarism, while also trying to stabilize Tokyo’s erratic and volatile foreign policy. 16 pages of photos. 679 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99 $7.95

7714343 TECUMSEH AND THE PROPHET: The Shawnee Brothers Who Defied a Nation. By Peter Cozzens. Large Print. Immerse us in the chaos and violence that characterized the frontier of the young American Republic, when settlers spilled across the Appalachians to exploit lands won from the British in the War of Independence, disregarding their rightful Indian owners. The untold story of the Shawnee brothers who retaliated against this threat is clearly told. Illus. 949 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.00 $7.95
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7898797 HIDDEN FIGURES. By Margot Lee Shetterly. Large Print. Follows the interwoven accounts of Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson, Katherine Johnson, and Christine Darden–four African American women who participated in some of NASA’s greatest successes, chronicling their careers over nearly three decades as they faced challenges, and changed their country’s future. 543 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99


97711646 INDESTRUCTIBLE: The Unforgettable Memoir of a Marine Hero at the Battle of Iwo Jima. By Jack H. Lucas with D.K. Drum. Large Print. At 14, Lucas lied about his age to join the U.S. Marine Corps; at sixteen, desperate to be in the fight, he stowed away on a ship bound for Iwo Jima; and at 17 he performed one of the most astonishing acts of courage in WWII. Lucas’s memoir tells the remarkable story of an extraordinary American, the likes of whom we may never see again. 16 pages of photos. 252 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

795798X THREE DAYS AT THE BRINK: FDR’s Daring Gamble to Win World War II. By Bret Baier with C. Whitney. Large Print. With new details discovered in rarely seen transcripts, oral histories, and declassified State Department and presidential documents from the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library, Baier illuminates the complex character of Roosevelt, revealing a man who grew into his role and accepted the greatest challenge an American president since Lincoln had faced. 16 pages of photos. 604 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99

WW I & WW II

4989341 I MARCHED WITH PATTON. By Frank Sisson with R.L. Wise. Large Print. In December 1944, Sisson deployed to Europe as part of General George S. Patton’s famed Third Army. Over the next six months, as the war in Europe raged, Sisson would participate in many of WWII’s most consequential events, from the Battle of the Bulge to the liberation of Dachau. He shares for the first time his remarkable story of life under General Patton. 16 pages of photos. 391 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99
7702671 MY GIRLS: A Lifetime with Carrie and Debbie. By Todd Fisher. Large Print. Equal parts love letter and family portrait, this is a deeply felt journey through love, laughter, and life with Carrie and Debbie. Todd offers a moving account of two extraordinary women whose connections to each other proved so powerful not even death could separate them for long. Photos, many in color. 586 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95


7753691 ALPHA: Eddie Gallagher and the War for the Soul of the Navy SEALS. By David Philipps. Large Print. By official accounts, the Navy SEALS of Alpha platoon returned as heroes after their 2017 deployment to Mosul. But within the platoon a different war raged. Even as Alpha’s chief, Eddie Gallagher was being honored by the Navy for his leadership, several of his men were preparing to report him for war crimes. Reveals the tale of battle, honor and betrayal. 680 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $6.95

7702515 FRANKLIN & WASHINGTON: The Founding Partnership. By Edward J. Larson. Large Print. Illuminating Benjamin Franklin and George Washington’s relationship with striking new detail and energy, a Pulitzer Prize-winning historian shows that theirs was truly an intimate working friendship that amplified the talents of each for collective advancement of the American project. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 478 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99 $7.95

1945734 BOURDAIN: The Definitive Oral Biography. By Laurie Woolever. Large Print. The author interviews almost 100 of the people in Bourdain’s orbit, from members of his kitchen crews and his writing, publishing, and television partners to his daughter and his most trusted associates, in order to piece together a full, vivid, and nuanced vision of his life and work. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 558 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99 $5.95

★7929102 ASTOR: The Rise and Fall of an American Fortune. By Anderson Cooper & K. Howe. Large Print. The story of the Astors is a quintessentially American story—of ambition, invention, destruction, and reinvention. John Jacob Astor arrived in New York in 1783 and ruthlessly expanded his beaver-trapping business, then grew it into a real estate empire. Yet for all their unimaginable success, the Astors also endured crushing reversals of fortune. 16 pages of photos. 447 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.99 $27.95

★7856075 HONEY, BABY, MINE: A Mother and Daughter Talk Life, Death, Love (and Banana Pudding). By L. Dern & D. Ladd. Large Print. Dern and Ladd share these personal conversations, as well as reflections and anecdotes, taking readers on an intimate tour of their lives. Complementing these candid exchanges, they have included photos, family recipes, and other mementos. 365 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00 $19.95
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Autobiography

7949391 ME & PATSY KICKIN’ UP DUST. By Loretta Lynn with P.L. Russell. Large Print. An up close and personal portrait of a friendship that defined a generation and changed country music indelibly as well as a meditation on love, loss, and legacy. Photos. 331 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

7702302 SEA STORIES: My Life in Special Operations. By William H. McRaven. Large Print. An unforgettable look back on one man’s incredible life, from childhood days sneaking into high-security military sites to a day job of hunting terrorists and rescuing hostages. An action-packed and inspiring collection of thrilling stories from life in the special operations world. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 476 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00 $5.95


4985850 SACRED DUTY: A Soldier’s Tour at Arlington National Cemetery. By Tom Cotton. Large Print. Recalling his time at Arlington, Cotton gives an extraordinary journey behind the scenes of the National Cemetery, and offers an intimate and inspiring portrait of “The Old Guard,” the revered U.S. Army unit whose mission is to honor our country’s fallen heroes on the most hallowed ground in America. 16 pages of color photos. 422 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

7964463 HOME WORK: A Memoir of My Hollywood Years. By Julie Andrews with E.W. Hamilton. Large Print. With her trademark charm and candor, Andrews reveals behind the scenes details and reflections on her impressive body of work—from the incredible highs to the challenging lows. She also unveils her personal story of adjusting to a new and often daunting world, dealing with the public scrutiny, being a new mother, and moving on from her first marriage, and more. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 546 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $32.00 $7.95

789466X OFF THE DEEP END: Jerry and Becki Falwell and the Collapse of an Evangelical Dynasty. By Giancarlo Granda with M. Ebner. Large Print. Giancarlo was only twenty years old when a middle-aged woman propositioned him. There was one catch; her husband wanted to watch. That woman was Becki Falwell, and her husband was the president and chancellor of Liberty University, the world’s largest religious university. 272 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

7804776 ONE DAMN THING AFTER ANOTHER: Memoirs of an Attorney General. By William P. Barr. Large Print. Attorney general to president George H.W. Bush, William Barr, thirty years later returned to that role under Trump. Readers are given essential reading for understanding the Bush and Trump legacies and how both men viewed power and justice at critical junctures of their presidencies. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 950 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.00 $7.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7803222</td>
<td>MAYBE THEN I WILL CRY.</td>
<td>Gary Montgomery</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Center Point</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4982630</td>
<td>APROPOS OF NOTHING.</td>
<td>Woody Allen</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Skyhorse</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7862466</td>
<td>A SACRED OATH: Memoirs of a Secretary of Defense During Extraordinary Times.</td>
<td>Mark T. Esper</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>1018</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7998740</td>
<td>THINGS I SHOULD HAVE SAID.</td>
<td>Jamie Lynn Spears</td>
<td>Large Print</td>
<td>Worthy</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Politics

7852924 WITCH HUNT: The Story of the Greatest Mass Delusion in American Political History. By Gregg Jarrett. Large Print. Factual, highly persuasive, and damning, this must-read expose makes clear that not only was there no “collusion,” with President Trump and the Russians, but there was not even a basis for Mueller’s investigation of the charge that has besieged Trump and his administration for more than two years. It’s always been a witch hunt. 862 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99 $5.95

7840128 IT’S OK TO BE ANGRY ABOUT CAPITALISM. By Bernie Sanders with J. Nichols. Large Print. Presents a vision that extends beyond the promises of past campaigns to reveal what would be possible if the political revolution took place, if we would finally recognize that economic rights are human rights and work to create a society that provides a decent standard of living for all. 420 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $17.95

4894340 RADICALS, RESISTANCE, AND REVENGE: The Left’s Plot to Remake America. By Jeanine Pirro. Large Print. This compelling narrative features the author’s keen analysis of explosive new information that reveals the anti-Trump conspirators’ corrupt methods and possible crimes and dissects the Left’s subversive plot against the foundation of American liberty. Judge Pirro is sounding the alarm to warn patriotic Americans before it’s too late. 370 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $30.00

7767765 ZERO FAIL: The Rise & Fall of the Secret Service. By Carol Leonnig. Large Print. Reporting on the Secret Service for most of the last decade, Leonnig brings to light the secrets, scandals, and shortcomings that plague the agency today—from a toxic work culture to dangerously outdated equipment to the deep resentment within the ranks at agency leaders who put protecting the agency’s once hallowed image before fixing its flaws. 803 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

Social Science

7810245 THE SOUL OF A WOMAN. By Isabel Allende. Large Print. So what feeds the soul of feminists—and all women—today? To be safe, to be valued, to live in peace, to have their own resources, to be connected, to have control over their bodies and lives, and above all, to be loved. On all these fronts, there is much work yet to be done and in this work Allende hopes this will light the spark. 224 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95
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Social Science

7892985 THE EMERGENCY: A Year of Healing and Heartbreak in a Chicago ER. By Thomas Fisher. Large Print. Not only the story of a dramatic year in the life of a Chicago ER but the primer in health care that we all need. Full of heartbreaking stories, compelling personal narrative, and penetrating analysis, this is a mind-opening work that offers a fresh vision of health care as a foundation of social justice. 358 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00

Science

1162543 THE RATIONAL BIBLE: Genesis. By Dennis Prager. Large Print. This work is the fruit of Prager’s forty years of teaching the Bible—whose Hebrew grammar and vocabulary he has mastered—to people of every faith and no faith at all. On virtually every page, you will discover how the text relates to the contemporary world in general and to you personally. 824 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 SOLD OUT

Philosophy

7992335 METAPHYSICAL ANIMALS: How Four Women Brought Philosophy Back to Life. By C. Mac Cunhaill & R. Wiseman. Large Print. A vibrant portrait of four college friends—Iris Murdoch, Philippa Foot, Elizabeth Anscombe, and Mary Midgley—who formed a new philosophical tradition while Oxford’s men were away fighting WWII. Shows how from the disorder and despair of the war, four brilliant friends created a way of ethical thinking that is there for us today. Illus. 660 pages. Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

Religion

7964528 IN SEARCH OF WISDOM: Life-Changing Truths in the Book of Proverbs. By Joyce Meyer. Large Print. The Book of Proverbs is a treasure trove of spiritual and practical wisdom that equips us to live our best lives. It’s important to gain a practical understanding of the seven foundational principles explored in Proverbs. 338 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $26.00

Dictionaries

*4858220 MERRIAM-WEBSTER’S CONCISE DICTIONARY, LARGE PRINT EDITION. Large Print. Completely revised and updated, this dictionary features 40,000 entries, with clear definitions to help you communicate effectively; pronunciations to help you say it right; and usage labels to clarify function. 753 pages. Merriam-Webster. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

Birds & Birding

7961596 OWLS OF THE EASTERN ICE: A Quest to Find and Save the World’s Largest Owl. By Jonathan C. Slaght. Large Print. Despite a wingspan of six feet and a height of over two feet, the Blakiston’s fish owl is highly elusive. They are easiest to find in winter, when their tracks mark the snowy banks of the rivers where they feed. They are also endangered. Photos. 437 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $37.93
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**Animals**


**Games**

7740727 THERAPY: Large Print Dot-to-Dot. By A. Linley & J. Peacock. Large Print. Packed with more than 120 large print pictures, this collection promises hours of soothing therapy. Ranging from animals and flowers to astrological symbols and objects, these are a delight to complete. Once you do, you can color them in. 128 pages. Arcturus. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

804158X EXTRA LARGE PRINT WORDSEARCH. Large Print. The puzzles in this collection are designed to be enjoyed by everyone. The words and letters are in giant-sized font, with each grid and word list on a page to itself. Solutions included. Arcturus. 8¾x11. Paperbound. $5.95

**4650913 LARGE PRINT INSPIRATIONAL WORD SEARCH, VOLUME 1.** Ed. by Angela Garcia. Large Print. If you enjoy word search puzzles, this volume of 100 inspirational themes is sure to provide hours of uplifting entertainment. Each puzzle features easy to read type that will challenge your observation skills, but not your eyes. Solutions included. 100 pages. Thunder Bay. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**1965069 PEACE OF MIND BIBLE WORD SEARCH, VOLUME 8.** By Linda Peters. Large Print. This work combines brain-building fun with the truths in Scripture. Each themed word find is a chance for readers to reflect on the love, grace, and release available through Christ while finding satisfaction in solving a puzzle. Solutions included. 191 pages. Good Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**7730934 LARGE PRINT CALM DOT-TO-DOT.** Large Print. More than 120 subjects you’ll be amazed to reveal—from beautiful works of art to wonderful birds and animals or scenes from everyday life. 128 pages. Sirius. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

**1987461 500 LARGE PRINT SUDOKU PUZZLES.** Large Print. Set over five increasing levels of difficulty, this collection of sudoku puzzles is presented in easy to read, large print type, making it suitable for all puzzle fans. So, sharpen your pencils and dive straight in for hours of entertainment with this bumper collection. Solutions included. 500 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**4766830 LARGE PRINT STARS AND STRIPES WORD SEARCH.** Ed. by Angela Garcia. Large Print. Explore America’s history, culture, and geography within each puzzle and enjoy memorable quotes from famous Americans including Abraham Lincoln, Rosa Parks, and Robert Frost. Solutions included. 126 pages. Thunder Bay. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**4750913 PEACE OF MIND BIBLE WORD SEARCH, VOLUME 8.** By Linda Peters. Large Print. This work combines brain-building fun with the truths in Scripture. Each themed word find is a chance for readers to reflect on the love, grace, and release available through Christ while finding satisfaction in solving a puzzle. Solutions included. 191 pages. Good Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95
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large, boldface print; puzzle enthusiasts young and old can enrich their free time finding hidden words and phrases from beloved selections of scripture. Solutions included. 211 pages. Good Books. 8½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

LARGE PRINT AWESOME WORD SEARCH. Ed. by Julie Chapa. Large Print. Boost your brainpower with more than 200 word search puzzles. Whether you’re at home or on the go, enjoy a relaxing activity loved by readers of all ages. Solutions included. 203 pages. Thunder Bay. 8¾x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

LARGE PRINT WORD SEARCH, VOLUME 1. Ed. by Stephanie Romero Gamboa. Large Print. Boost your brainpower with more than 200 word search puzzles in easy to read type. Whether you’re at home or on the go, enjoy a relaxing activity loved by readers of all ages. Solutions included. 201 pages. Thunder Bay. 8¾x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

THE WORLD ALMANAC 2024 WORD SEARCH. By Diego Jourdan Pereira. Large Print. Dive into this satisfying new collection of themed word search puzzles on topics ranging from history and sports to geography, culture, and much more! Solutions included. 175 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99 $7.95

LARGE PRINT SUMMERTIME WORD SEARCH. Ed. by Julie Chapa. Large Print. Boost your brainpower and get a taste of summer, all year long! Whether you’re sunbathing on the sand, planted by the pool, or keeping cool at home, you’re sure to enjoy the 201 summer themed, easy to read puzzles. Solutions included. 201 pages. Thunder Bay. 8¾x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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**7816324** LARGE PRINT PEACE OF MIND BIBLE WORD SEARCH, VOLUME 4: Psalms. By Linda Peters. Large Print. Combines brain building fun with the worshipful words of the Psalms. Thanks to large, boldface print, puzzle enthusiasts can enrich their free time finding hidden words and phrases from beloved selections of scripture. Clean, fun, and just challenging enough, this is a perfect gift for the puzzler in your life. Solutions included. Good Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

**7952864** ULTIMATE WORD SEARCH TV SHOW FAVORITES. Large Print. Will tickle your fancy when you remember all your favorite TV shows like M*A*S*H, Friends, The Big Bang Theory, and Leave It to Beaver. Solutions included. 120 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**7952856** ULTIMATE WORD SEARCH MOVIE NIGHT. Large Print. Will tickle your fancy when you remember all your favorite movies like Titanic, Star Wars, Grease, and The Godfather. Solutions included. 120 pages. Fox Chapel. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


**7858485** EXTRA LARGE PRINT SUDOKU. Large Print. Each puzzle is on a page to itself, and designed to be very easy to read. Enjoy the satisfaction that comes from completing each Sudoku. Solutions included. Sirius. 8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**7881592** THE NEW YORK TIMES LARGE-PRINT BRAIN FUEL CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Large Print. Power up your brain with 120 New York Times crossword puzzles, each presented across two full pages. Edited by the great Will Shortz, they include brainteasers in all levels of difficulty. Solutions provided. St. Martin’s. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99
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8008353 BIBLE MEMORY CROSSWORDS LARGE PRINT. Large Print. Bible puzzles are a great way to pass time while learning scripture—and here’s a fantastic collection of nearly 50 large print crossword puzzles sure to satisfy. Solutions included. Barbour. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $4.95

8008345 BIBLE BRAIN PUZZLES: Large Print Crosswords. Large Print. Bible puzzles are a great way to pass time while learning scripture—and here’s a fantastic collection of nearly 50 large print crossword puzzles sure to provide hours of entertainment. Solutions included. Barbour. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

8008566 FUN BIBLE WORD GAMES LARGE PRINT. Large Print. Includes more than 80 large print puzzles—each based on an inspiring quotation—in a great oversized format for easy reading and completion. Puzzle types include cryptograms, word searches, acrostics, quotation puzzles and anagrams. Solutions included. Barbour. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95


8008558 FUN BIBLE SUDOKU LARGE PRINT. Large Print. This collection of more than 50 large print puzzles will challenge you on two levels—in your knowledge of the Bible and in your skills of logic in solving puzzles. Solutions included. Barbour. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99 $4.95

1041843 LARGE PRINT WORDOKU. By Frank Longo. Large Print. Challenge your brain, but not your eyes. Wordoku puzzle works just like sudoku, with a twist: you fill the grid with letters instead of numbers. Each grid uses a different set of letters, printed in the puzzles as an easy to remember nonsense phrase. Solutions included. 288 pages. Puzzlewright. 8¾x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

Your Health

*7739249 THE EVERYTHING JUMBO BOOK OF LARGE-PRINT WORD SEARCHES, VOLUME 2. By Charles Timmerman. Large Print. Packed with 160 puzzles in an easy on the eyes format, this collection features a variety of themes, including movies and TV, sports, vacation fun, nature, classic games, and more. This volume is everything a puzzler could want! Solutions included. 368 pages. Adams Media. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

7957602 EAT TO BEAT YOUR DIET: Burn Fat, Heal Your Metabolism, and Live Longer. By William W. Li. Large Print. Shows how adding the right foods to your diet can heal your metabolism, reduce unhealthy body fat, and result in the kind of weight loss that can increase your lifespan and help you thrive. Offers a four-week meal plan for food lovers; easy food swaps and shopping tips; and more than a month of crowd-pleasing recipes. 665 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Your Health</th>
<th>Art Books</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4984846</strong> LARGE PRINT BIRDS COLOR BY NUMBERS. Large Print. Featuring large print numbers so as to be easy on the eye, coloring enthusiasts can while away the hours as they complete more than 60 bright and joyful pictures featuring a variety of species, from brilliantly-hued flamingos to wood-tapping woodpeckers and curious kingfishers. Fully illus. Sirius. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7892977</strong> EMBRACE YOUR ALMOST: Find Clarity and Contentment in the In-Betweens, Not-Quites, and Unknowns. By Jordan Lee Dooley. Large Print. When plans go awry or the future seems uncertain, you might feel discouraged. The in-betweens and waiting seasons can provide a vital opportunity to pause and clarify what success looks like for you in a world that’s constantly telling you what you should do. Learn how to make your “almosts” work for you. 226 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>641</strong> LARGE PRINT MEDITATION COLOR BY NUMBERS. Large Print. Use the simple act of focusing on coloring in an image to clear your mind and retrain your attention. Containing helpful large-print, easy to read type, you’ll find plenty of wonderful images inside just waiting for you to bring them to life. Sirius. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7884120</strong> LARGE PRINT PEACEFUL COLOR BY NUMBERS. Large Print. Bring a little peacefulness into your life: pick up your pens or pencils, tuck yourself away for a while, and create a delightful work of art as you add some color to one or more of the pictures in this collection. Ranges from bright sunflowers to famous faces and more. Sirius. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>104365X</strong> LARGE PRINT WONDERFUL COLOR BY NUMBERS. Large Print. Enjoy the pleasures of coloring-in by completing these delightful images. With subjects ranging from nature scenes and animals to portraits of well-known figures, exquisite patterns, and works of art, there’s something to tempt everyone. Sirius. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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